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ABSTRACT

DYNAMIC STABILITY AND HANDLING QUALITIES OF SMALL
UNMANNED-AERIAL-VEHICLES

Tyler M. Foster
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science

General aircraft dynamic stability theory was used to predict the natural
frequencies, damping ratios and time constants of the dynamic modes for three specific
small UAVs with wingspans on the scale from 0.6 meters to 1.2 meters. Using USAF
DatCom methods, a spreadsheet program for predicting the dynamic stability and
handling qualities of small UAVs was created for use in the design stage of new small
UAV concept development. This program was verified by inputting data for a Cessna182, and by then comparing the program output with that of a similar program developed
by DAR Corporation.

Predictions with acceptable errors were made for all of the

dynamic modes except for the spiral mode. The design tool was also used to verify and
develop dynamic stability and handling qualities design guidelines for small UAV
designers.

Using this design tool, it was observed that small UAVs tend to exhibit higher
natural frequencies of oscillation for all of the dynamic modes. Comparing the program
outputs with military handling qualities specifications, the small UAVs at standard
configurations fell outside the range of acceptable handling qualities for short-period
mode natural frequency, even though multiple test pilots rated the flying qualities as
acceptable. Using dynamic scaling methods to adjust the current military standards for
the short period mode, a new scale was proposed specifically for small UAVs. This scale
was verified by conducting flight tests of three small UAVs at various configurations
until poor handling qualities were observed. These transitions were observed to occur at
approximately the boundary predicted by the new, adjusted scale.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to the Problem of Unstable UAVs

Figure 1.1 Damage from small UAV crashes like this one often result from a lack of designing for
stability.

1.1 Unstable Airplanes Aren’t Much Fun!
Interest in unmanned-aerial-vehicles (UAVs) and micro-aerial-vehicles (MAVs)
in recent years has increased significantly. These aircraft are useful for applications
ranging from military to scientific research because of their ability to perform dangerous
missions without risking human life. Also because their payload can be much smaller
than a pilot, there are less limitations to how small they can become. At Brigham Young
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University (BYU) in particular, small UAV research has exploded during the last few
years. Faculty and students work together on many small UAV projects. Research
activities include developing new airplanes for commercial use, participating in the
annual Micro-Aerial-Vehicle competition, and developing autonomous flight vehicle
systems. It seems that interest in small UAVs will continue to grow around the world as
new applications will demand new UAV solutions and designs.
Small, remotely operated aircraft present unique challenges and advantages to
both designer and pilot. Because of a drastically higher crash frequency, it seems that
small UAVs are more susceptible to dangerous and sometimes fatal instabilities than
large airplanes. This may be due in part to quicker design cycles and the “lower stakes”
of small UAV crashes relative to the “high stakes” of a large airplane crash. Perhaps
designers are sometimes more eager to “get out and see if this thing flies,” than they are
to do the rigorous design work necessary to ensure a stable and successful first flight.
Often, experienced airplane designers and pilots seem to develop an uncanny intuition for
diagnosing and solving problems with all kinds of airplane instabilities. The goal of this
thesis research is to capture the intuition and knowledge of such capable engineers and
pilots, evaluate it quantitatively and provide a simple tool to new, less-experienced
designers. This tool will allow them to improve their small UAV design methods to
include considerations of both static and dynamic stability.
Airplanes, including small UAVs, are a classic engineering example of design
tradeoffs. It often seems impossible to improve one aspect of performance without
degrading another. Accordingly, stability is one aspect of airplane performance that must
be balanced with all the others. Consideration of static stability is an essential part of the

2

basic airplane design process already included in design methodologies.

Dynamic

stability, however and its effect on performance and handling qualities is generally poorly
understood by new designers. This lack of understanding makes it difficult to include
dynamic stability into a typical design process. This thesis will provide relatively simple
methods to approximate the dynamic behavior and handling qualities of small UAVs
while still in the design stage, similar to analysis used in a conventional large aircraft
design process. In the future, this will hopefully become a powerful tool in the hands of
small UAV designers at BYU and elsewhere. Perhaps in the future it will be possible to
avoid fatal crashes like that shown in Figure 1.1.

1.2 The Objective of This Thesis
The objective of this thesis research is to better understand aircraft dynamic
stability as it applies to small UAVs and to develop a method for including dynamic
stability analysis into the design process. This objective can be broken down into four
sub-objectives which will be the topics covered in this thesis
•

Develop a mathematical model to predict the dynamic stability of small
UAVs based on knowledge of the geometry and inertias of the airframe.

•

Verify the accuracy of the model using known airplane data.

•

Develop longitudinal handling qualities guidelines for small UAVs using
dynamic scaling methods and flight testing.

•

Provide analysis of the “driving” design parameters and guidelines for
small UAV dynamic stability.
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1.3 The Small UAVs To Be Studied
Airplanes come in all shapes and sizes. Before the emergence of UAVs, airplane
designers were constrained in how small they could go because of the necessity to carry a
human pilot onboard. By removing the pilot, and due to increasing UAV component
technology, UAV designs have decreased in size significantly. As time goes on, smaller
and smaller UAV solutions will become available.

Indeed, the term small UAV

undoubtedly had a much different meaning just a few years ago than it does now. For the
purposes of this study, the term small UAV is meant to indicate an airplane with a span on
the order of 0.5 to 1.5 meters. Below 0.5 meters, airplanes begin to enter the MAV range
and above 1.5 meters they become more difficult to hand-launch, an important capability
for many of the UAV applications at BYU.
Three small UAVs were chosen for study based on availability and size. Pictures
of these airplanes are shown in Figures 1.2 – 1.4. A brief summary of data for all three
airplanes is given in Table 1.1. StablEyes and the Procerus Prototype planes are both
BYU designs that are intended to be flown autonomously by an on-board autopilot. The
modified Zagi-400 is a small, aerobatic hobby plane. A modified Zagi-400 airframe has
been used extensively at BYU for autonomous experimentation because of its good flying
qualities and rugged design.
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Figure 1.2 Zagi-400 with a span of 1.21 meters

Figure 1.3 StablEyes with a span of 0.61 meters.

5

Figure 1.4 Procerus Prototype Plane with a span of 0.60 meters.

Table 1.1 Data from the three small UAVs chosen for this study

Airplanes

Span
(m)

Mean
Geometric
Chord (m)

Mass
(kg)

Cruise
Velocity
(m/s)

Average
Wing
Sweep (deg)

Modified Zagi-400 (Flying
Wing)

1.21

0.25

0.65

13

26

StablEyes (BYU Captsone
2004)

0.61

0.15

0.47

15

8

Procerus Prototype (Flying
Wing)

0.60

0.23

0.57

16

43

1.4 Literature Review
Fixed-wing aircraft flight dynamics, stability and control are the topics of
numerous textbooks and technical articles and are the focus of research being done in
universities and corporations around the world.

They are topics treated at an

undergraduate level for aeronautical engineers, but at a graduate level for mechanical
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engineers at BYU. A widely-utilized text used to treat the subject is Airplane Flight
Dynamics and Automatic Controls, Part I by Dr. Jan Roskam of DAR Corporation.
While not always the most reader-friendly textbook, it does include in-depth analysis of
aircraft dynamic stability and its derivation from the well-known aircraft equations of
motion. A reference book also by Roskam, Airplane Design, Part VI makes extensive
use of the U.S. Air Force Stability and Control Data Compendium (DatCom) to provide
techniques for determining the airplane stability derivatives and coefficients based on
airplane geometry. This USAF DatCom is a large database of correlated data based on
extensive wind tunnel testing, and is commonly used for simulation and design purposes.
These two textbooks provide a theoretical basis for much of the work in this thesis. The
notation convention used in this thesis matches the notation used in Roskam’s books.
For a more complete overview of flying qualities and their relation to
characteristic aircraft dynamic modes, Aircraft Handling Qualities by John Hodgkinson
was consulted. It provides in-depth analysis of how the short-period, phugoid, dutch-roll,
spiral and roll dynamics determine the rating level of the airplane’s handling qualities.
Another good summary of the pilot’s view of short-period dynamics is found in Flight
Testing of Fixed-Wing Aircraft by Ralph Kimberlin. A summary of relevant military
specifications was found in MIL-F-8785C, Flying Qualities of Piloted Vehicles.
Numerous other articles which discuss aspects of dynamic stability and handling qualities
of airplanes were reviewed and are given in the References section.
No directly relevant articles discussing dynamic stability and handling qualities
for small UAVs were found. One article, by Warren Williams called for a new standard
for UAV handling qualities based on the current military standards because of the
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significant differences in requirements for UAV and conventional aircraft performance.
Several articles were reviewed which discussed the determination of UAV dynamic
stability characteristics through wind tunnel testing and computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) analysis, as it is commonly done for scaled versions of conventional airplanes.
(Jackowski, Green) One article, by professors from the University of Bristol, England,
even proposed a method for determining the flying qualities of MAVs and small UAVs
using a captive carrying rig mounted above a car. (Munro) Internet searches revealed
numerous references to predictive software packages which utilize the Roskam/USAFDatCom methods for evaluating aircraft stability derivatives analytically. While it is
presumed that such methods have before been applied directly to UAVs, no references
were found or reviewed which discussed this process or gave experimental data.
Several articles reviewed discussed the use of dynamic or “Froude” scaling to
relate the natural frequencies of large vehicles to small-scale versions. (Mettler) Simple
techniques for predicting the frequencies were presented and will be used later in Chapter
5 to adjust the military handling qualities requirements for large airplanes to account for
the typically higher frequencies of small UAVs.

1.5 Brief Overview of Chapters
Below is given a brief overview of the contents of each of the following chapters
in this thesis.
Chapter 2:

An overview of basic airplane stability theory is given including a
derivation of the characteristic longitudinal and lateral-directional
dynamic modes. Methods used for finding approximations of each
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mode are presented. The chapter includes a summary of aircraft
dynamic stability trends for small UAVs and introduces the concept
of dynamic scaling.
Chapter 3:

An explanation of how the frequencies, damping ratios and time
constants of the dynamic modes affect the actual handling qualities
of an airplane. Military Specifications for handling qualities are
presented.

Chapter 4:

Application and verification of the Roskam/USAF-DatCom methods
for predicting aircraft stability derivatives in a spreadsheet format to
create a design tool for small UAV designers. Stability and handling
qualities predictions for the three planes of interest are given.

Chapter 5:

Proposal of new handling qualities limits for the natural frequency of
the short-period mode are proposed based on dynamic scaling and
flight testing.

Chapter 6:

Design guidelines and tradeoffs for small UAV design are presented
based on analysis using the analytical tool presented in Chapter 4.

Chapter 7:

Conclusions and Recommendations for further study.

9
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Chapter 2
Static and Dynamic Stability of Fixed-Wing Aircraft

2.1 Stability: A Requirement for All Airplanes
Among the significant but often-overlooked obstacles to powered flight overcome
by the Wright brothers was the question of how to build an airplane that was stable
enough to be controlled and maneuvered by a pilot. It has been shown that the Wright’s
first powered airplane in 1903 was so unstable that only the Wrights themselves could fly
it, due to extensive self-training on their previous glider versions in 1902. (Abzug, 3) As
they and other aviation pioneers took steps to solve the stability and controls problem, the
capabilities and performance of airplanes increased significantly. In the early days of
flight, it was observed that certain designs of airplanes were more stable and controllable
than others, but it was not until the 1930s that much theory existed to explain why. Much
of the modern stability and control theory and specifications were not developed until the
1960s or later. (Abzug, 33)
Airplanes of all sizes must be capable of stable, trimmed flight in order to be
controllable by a human pilot and useful for various applications. Stable flight by a
human pilot is possible only if the airplane possesses static stability, a characteristic that
requires aerodynamic forces on the airplane to act in a direction that restores the plane to
11

a trimmed condition after a disturbance. Dynamic stability requires that any oscillations
in aircraft motion that result from disturbances away from equilibrium flight conditions
must eventually dampen out and return to an equilibrium or “trimmed” condition.
Certain dynamic instabilities can be tolerated by a human pilot, depending mostly upon
pilot skill and experience. If computer-augmented feedback control is used even statically
unstable aircraft can be flown successfully. (Abzug, 312)
Both static and dynamic stability characteristics can be predicted while an
airplane is still in the design stage of development. Many companies such as DAR
Corporation, whose theory will be used extensively in this chapter, have developed
software to do just that. (Roskam, I, 461) To do so, it is necessary to have a precise
knowledge of the geometric and inertial properties of the airframe. Static stability is
predicted using information about the airplane aerodynamic center and the center of
gravity as well as other geometric parameters. Dynamic stability is predicted using the
airframe geometric and inertial properties to calculate the natural frequencies, damping
ratios and time constants of the characteristic dynamic modes of the six degree-offreedom aircraft model.
The handling qualities of an airplane are said to be a measure of how well an
airplane is able to perform its designated mission. They are usually evaluated using flight
test data and pilot feedback on performance. Current military specifications relate levels
of acceptable aircraft handling qualities to the frequencies, damping ratios and time
constants of the dynamic modes. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. This
study represents an effort to include dynamic stability consideration into the design
process of small UAVs as it is currently included in conventional large aircraft design.
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2.2 Static Stability
An airplane possesses static stability if the aerodynamic forces and moments
introduced on the airframe as a result of it being disturbed from equilibrium tend to act in
a direction that will return the airplane to an equilibrium condition. Static stability is
analogous to a marble in a bowl. If the marble is disturbed from an equilibrium position
at the bottom of the bowl, gravitational forces at all other positions will tend to pull it
back towards the bottom. Aerodynamic forces and moments on a statically unstable
aircraft will tend to move it away from a trimmed flight condition when it is perturbed
from equilibrium. This condition is analogous to a marble on the top of a smooth hill or
balancing a pendulum upside down. This condition would be nearly impossible for a
human pilot to control, but could be possible if some form of feedback control is used.
For a more complete overview of static stability, readers should consult Anderson,
Chapter 7, in the References section.
Static stability can be considered as a special case (steady-state) of the aircraft
dynamics. It is exhibited in both the decoupled longitudinal and lateral-directional axes.
It will also become clear that both longitudinal and lateral-directional static stability are a
prerequisite for dynamic stability.

Longitudinal Static Stability
Longitudinal static stability is essential to ensure that a human pilot can
successfully fly an airplane without stability augmentation. It depends mostly upon a
parameter known as the static margin, defined as the distance between the aircraft center
of gravity and the neutral point of the aircraft, normalized by the mean geometric chord,
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c , of the wing. An airplane with longitudinal static stability must first possess a positive
(nose-up) pitching moment from the combination of the aerodynamic forces and
moments on the wing and tail. For flying wings, an airfoil with a natural positive
pitching moment must be chosen or washout and wing sweep must be combined to give
the airplane a natural positive pitching moment. If this condition is met, a positive static
margin, defined as the center of gravity in front of the neutral point, will ensure static
stability. Static stability can be simply represented by plotting the pitching moment of
the aircraft about its center of gravity versus angle-of-attack as shown in Figure 2.1.

CM,cg

Statically Stable
Moment Coefficient Curve
Slope=dCM,cg/dα

Trimmed
angle of
attack

α

Figure 2.1 A moment coefficient curve for an airplane possessing longitudinal static stability. Any
disturbance away from trim will result in aerodynamic forces and moments which will act in a
direction that will tend to return the plane to equilibrium.

A small static margin (center of gravity near the neutral point) will provide marginal
static stability and will be represented by a nearly flat line on the graph in Figure 2.1. A
large static margin will provide a steep line and can make an airplane feel “nose-heavy.”
It may cause the plane to be less controllable because it doesn’t respond to control inputs.
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These constraints on the static margin are presented in Figure 2.2. It is also important
that the static margin be chosen that will allow the plane to be trimmed at a reasonable
angle of attack.

Figure 2.2 Aircraft center of gravity envelope. The c.g. must fall within these limits set by the stability and
controllability of the aircraft. (Kimberlin, 206)

To express longitudinal static stability in mathematical terms, we must first define
the aerodynamic center, xac . It is the longitudinal location along the centerline of the
aircraft measured from the leading edge of the wing about which the pitching moment is
constant over a range of angles-of-attack. It is also the point at which the lift effectively
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acts. Equation 2.1 shows the mathematical definition of the aerodynamic center of the
airplane:

dM ac / dα = 0 at x ac

Center of
gravity

(2.1)

L
Mac

Aerodynamic
center

Aerodynamic
center of tail
Lt

xcg

lt
xac

c
Figure 2.3 Graphical definitions of the various parameters affecting airplane static stability. All
parameters are measured from the leading edge of the wing at the body centerline.

For an airplane to be trimmed, the sum of the moments about the center of gravity must
be zero as shown in Equation 2.2. Referring to Figure 2.3:

M cg = M ac + ( xcg − xac )cL − lt Lt = 0 at trim

Equation 2.2 can be written in nondimensional form as shown in Equation 2.3.
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(2.2)

C mcg = C m ac + ( xcg − x ac )C L − Vh C Lt = 0 at trim

(2.3)

xcg = xcg c

where:

x ac = x ac c
Vh = l t S t c S

The static margin, σ , is then defined in Equation 2.4 as the nondimensional distance:

σ = xcg − xac A

(2.4)

x ac A is the aerodynamic center of the entire airplane, or the point about which the

pitching moment is constant with angle of attack. For tailless aircraft, it is also referred
to as the neutral point. A positive static margin is a requirement for longitudinal static
stability. The magnitude of the static margin is the most influential aircraft parameter on
the longitudinal dynamic stability of the airplane.

Lateral-Directional Static Stability
Similar to the longitudinal case, an airplane possesses directional (about the zaxis or yaw-axis, see Appendix A for direction, force and moment conventions) static
stability if a slight increase in sideslip results in a restoring yawing moment as well as a
restoring side force. This is sometimes called weathervane stability. Lateral (about the
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x-axis or roll axis) static stability is expressed in terms of dihedral effect, or the stability
derivatives for rolling moment due to sideslip, Lβ or C L β (see Section 2.3 for definition
of stability derivatives). If these are negative, then the airplane will possess positive
lateral stability and will exhibit a negative rolling moment (left wing down) for a positive
sideslip (nose left).

2.3 Dynamic Stability
An airplane possesses dynamic stability if the amplitudes of any oscillatory
motions induced by disturbances eventually decrease to zero relative to a steady-state
flight condition. This means that if an airplane experiences a small perturbation from
trimmed flight, it will eventually return to trim on its own. This is analogous to a marble
in a bowl eventually coming to rest at the bottom of the bowl. If the amplitude of
oscillatory motion instead tends to increase with time, the airplane is said to be
dynamically unstable. Dynamic instabilities are obviously undesirable, but certain mild
dynamic instabilities can be tolerated by a human pilot. If automatic controls are used,
more severe dynamic instabilities can also be tolerated. Graphical representations of
dynamic stability and instability are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5.
To study dynamic stability, it is necessary to analyze the well-known differential
equations of aircraft motion. For small perturbations, these equations can be decoupled
into longitudinal and lateral-directional portions, with 3 degrees of freedom in each.
Small perturbation theory also allows us to approximate the actual non-linear equations
as linear differential equations with constant coefficients while ignoring any less
significant non-linear aerodynamic effects. This greatly simplifies the analysis of the
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dynamically
stable
steady state

time

Figure 2.4 A graphical example of dynamically stable aircraft motion relative to a steady-state condition.

dynamically
unstable
steady state

time

Figure 2.5 A graphical example of dynamically unstable aircraft motion.

dynamic modes of aircraft motion. It should also be explained that we will only consider
the open-loop stability of the airplane in this thesis. Open-loop refers to the absence of
feedback controllers (“closed-loop”), either human or automatic computer, in the
analysis. The dynamic stability analyses presented here represent the response of the
bare airframe of the aircraft.
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2.4 Longitudinal Dynamic Stability
Starting with the linearized, perturbed equations of motion shown in Appendix
A.2 and using the same notation used by Roskam, we first assume that any forces and
moments due to perturbations in thrust are assumed to be negligible. By substituting the
so-called longitudinal dimensional stability derivatives shown in Appendix A.3, the linear
system of equations, shown by Equation 2.5, results for the longitudinal degrees of
freedom.

The longitudinal dimensional stability derivatives represent the partial

derivatives of linear or angular acceleration due to either the displacement, velocity or
acceleration depicted by the subscript. The capital letters X, Y and Z represent derivatives
of linear accelerations in the corresponding directions while the capital letters L, M and N
represent derivatives of angular accelerations according to the conventions shown in
Appendix A.6. The dimensional stability derivatives are the dimensionalized form of the
non-dimensional stability derivatives depicted by the letter C with appropriate subscripts.
Both can be derived experimentally or analytically with a careful analysis of the airframe
geometry and inertial properties.

u& = − gθ cos θ1 + X u u + X α α + X δ e δ e
U1α& − U1θ& = − gθ sin θ1 + Z u u + Zα α + Zα& α& + Z qθ& + Z δ e δ e

(2.5)

θ&& = M u u + M Tu u + M α α + M α& α& + M qθ& + M δ e δ e

The variables u, α , and θ are the perturbed velocity, angle-of-attack and pitch attitude
respectively and represent the three longitudinal degrees of freedom. By taking the
Laplace transform of this system, the differential equations become simple polynomials
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in the ‘s’ variable and are transformed from the time domain into the frequency domain.
The Laplace transform is shown by Equations 2.6.

(s − X u )u ( s) − X α α ( s) + g cosθ1θ ( s) = X δ e δ e ( s)
− Z u u ( s ) + {s(U1 − Zα& ) − Zα }α ( s ) + ...

{(

)

}

... − Z q + U1 s + g sin θ1 θ ( s ) = Z δ e δ e ( s )

(

(2.6)

)

− M u u ( s ) − {M α& s + M α }α ( s ) + s 2 − M q s θ ( s ) = M δ e δ e ( s )

This new system of polynomials can be rearranged into transfer function format in
Equation 2.7.

⎡( s − X u − X T )
− Xα
u
⎢
⎢
⎢
{s(U 1 − Z α& ) − Z α }
− Zu
⎢
⎢
⎢ − (M + M ) − (M s + M + M )
u
Tu
Tα
α&
α
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
− ( Z q + U 1 ) s + g sin θ1 ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
(s 2 − M q s)
⎦
g cos θ1

{

}

⎧ u (s) ⎫
⎪
⎪ ⎧ X δe ⎫
⎪
⎪δ e (s) ⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎪⎪ α ( s ) ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬ = ⎨ Zδe ⎬
s
δ
(
)
⎪ e ⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎪ θ (s) ⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ ⎪⎩M δ e ⎪⎭
⎪⎩ δ e ( s ) ⎪⎭

(2.7)

By multiplying each side of the above system by the inverse of the 3 x 3 system matrix it
is possible to define the longitudinal, open-loop transfer functions u ( s ) δ e , α ( s ) δ e
and θ ( s ) δ e . This set of transfer functions describes the aircraft motion that will result
from an elevator input. Unfortunately, the inverse of the matrix is not a particularly
simple result to obtain. By applying Cramer’s rule to this system it becomes apparent
that all three transfer functions will have an identical denominator equal to the
determinant of the system matrix. The numerators will not be identical. Fortunately, for
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our purposes, the denominator contains all of the information about the dynamic stability
of the aircraft without automatic controls. The numerators of the open-loop transfer
functions describe the magnitudes of the various responses but do not contain information
about the stability or instability of the system. For a full treatment of the aircraft
longitudinal open-loop transfer functions, the reader is referred to Roskam, part I,
Chapter 5.
As stated above, the denominator of these transfer functions is of key interest in
dynamic stability analysis. It is called the characteristic equation and in this case it will
be a fourth order polynomial in ‘s.’ The stability of any dynamic system can be
determined by analyzing the roots of the characteristic equation. A real root is directly
related to the time constant of a first order mode and a complex root represents
information about the frequency and damping ratio of a second order oscillatory mode.
To ensure stability, any real roots must be negative and any complex roots must have
negative real parts.
For most airplanes, designed for inherent stability, this characteristic polynomial
for the longitudinal case will yield two sets of complex roots. When plotted on the real
and imaginary axes, these two pairs of complex roots must be in the left-half plane to
ensure stability. One set will be relatively near the origin, indicating a low frequency of
oscillation while the other pair will be relatively far away, indicating a higher frequency
oscillatory mode. The low frequency response is called the phugoid mode and the high
frequency response is referred to as the short-period mode.

These dynamic modes

provide important characterizations of the airplane’s handling qualities which will be
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treated in the next chapter. Figure 2.6 shows a typical plot of a set of longitudinal

Imag

characteristic roots on the real-imaginary axes.

short
period
roots

phugoid
roots
Real

Figure 2.6 An example of typical longitudinal roots on the real-imaginary axes. The two complex pairs of
roots represent two characteristic modes of oscillatory motion called the phugoid and short-period modes.

As an example, Equation 2.8 is a simplified version of a possible characteristic
equation of the longitudinal open-loop transfer functions with the coefficients A, B, C
and D found by solving the matrix algebra above. To find the roots, we will set it equal
to zero.

Characteristic Equation = As 4 + Bs 3 + Cs 2 + Ds + E = 0

(2.8)

We will assume the usual case of two sets of complex roots s1,2 and s3,4 . By treating
this fourth order system as two second order oscillatory systems we can relate the real
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and imaginary parts of each root to the natural frequencies, ω n , and damping ratios, ζ ,
of the oscillatory behavior of both the phugoid and short period modes by Equations 2.9
and 2.10.

s1,2 2 + 2ζ 1,2ω n1, 2 s1,2 + ω n1, 2 2 = 0

(2.9)

s3,4 2 + 2ζ 3,4ω n3, 4 s3,4 + ω n3, 4 2 = 0

(2.10)

Now we can solve directly for the natural frequencies and damping ratios of each mode
in Equations 2.11 and 2.12. We will equate the high frequency roots, s1,2 , with the short
period mode and the low frequency roots, s3,4 , with the phugoid mode.

s1,2 = s sp = ζ sp ω n, sp ± jω n, sp 1 − ζ sp 2

(2.11)

s3,4 = s ph = ζ phω n, ph ± jω n, ph 1 − ζ ph 2

(2.12)

If enough is known about the airplane geometry to solve for the roots of the
characteristic equation, then it is possible to fully characterize the longitudinal oscillatory
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motions.

Unfortunately, in most cases, this becomes a very laborious endeavor.

Fortunately, both the short period and phugoid modes can be approximated in a much
simpler manner by ignoring one of the less important degrees-of-freedom in each mode.

2.5 The Short Period and Phugoid Approximations

Short Period Mode Approximation
Because of the relatively high frequency of the short period mode oscillations, we
can assume that it takes place at a constant velocity. The oscillations occur in the angleof-attack and in the pitch attitude degrees of freedom. Also, according to Roskam, we
can introduce the following approximations: Z α& << U1 , Z q << U1 and θ1 ≈ 0 . This
greatly reduces the complexity of the system matrix to the simpler form found in
Equation 2.13:

⎡ ( sU1 − Zα )
⎢
⎢
⎢⎣− M α& s + M α

⎧ α ( s) ⎫
⎤⎪
⎪ ⎧ Zδ e ⎫
⎪
⎥ ⎪δ e ( s) ⎪ ⎪
⎬
⎥ ⎨ θ ( s) ⎬ = ⎨
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
M ⎪
( s − M q s)⎥⎦
⎪⎩δ e ( s) ⎪⎭ ⎩ δ e ⎭
− U1s

(2.13)

The second order characteristic equation will now be simplified to Equation 2.14:

⎛
⎞ ⎛ Zα M q
Z
s 2 − ⎜⎜ M q + α + M α& ⎟⎟ s + ⎜⎜
− Mα
U1
⎝
⎠ ⎝ U1
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⎞
⎟=0
⎟
⎠

(2.14)

This simplified version of the characteristic equation can then be compared to the second
order quadratic for a spring-mass-damper system of the familiar form shown in Equation
2.15.

s 2 + 2ζω n s + ω n = 0

(2.15)

From this comparison, we can draw the following useful approximations to the natural
frequency and damping ratio of the short period mode shown in Equations 2.16 and 2.17.
These approximations greatly simplify the computation of the dynamic mode natural
frequencies and damping ratios without losing much accuracy.

ω n, sp ≈

Zα M q
U1

− Mα

(2.16)

⎞
⎛
Z
− ⎜⎜ M q + α + M α& ⎟⎟
U1
⎠
ζ sp ≈ ⎝
2ωn, sp

(2.17)

Phugoid Mode Approximation

The phugoid mode can be approximated in a similar method, but by instead
assuming that the oscillations of speed and pitch attitude take place at a constant angleof-attack. This allows us to eliminate the angle-of-attack degree of freedom from the
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longitudinal model.

After again applying the previous assumptions suggested by

Roskam, the simplified system is then shown in Equation 2.18.

⎧ u(s) ⎫
g ⎤⎪
⎡ (s − X u )
⎪ ⎧Xδe ⎫
⎪
⎥ ⎪δ e ( s) ⎪ = ⎪
⎢
⎬
⎥ ⎨ θ ( s) ⎬ ⎨
⎢
⎪
⎪
⎪
Z ⎪
⎢⎣ − Z u
− U1s ⎥⎦
⎪⎩δ e ( s ) ⎪⎭ ⎩ δ e ⎭

(2.18)

The characteristic equation can now be simplified to Equation 2.19.

s2 − Xus −

gZ u
=0
U1

(2.19)

By again comparing this simplified second order system with the spring-mass-damper
system, we obtain approximations to the phugoid mode shown in Equations 2.20 and
2.21.

ω n, ph ≈

ζ ph ≈

− gZ u
U1

(2.20)

− Xu
2ω n, ph

(2.21)
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2.6 Lateral-Directional Dynamic Stability

Similar to the longitudinal case, we will start with the linearized, perturbed
equations of motion from Appendix A.4 and substitute the dimensional stability
derivatives for their dimensionless counterparts.

The following linear system of

equations results for the lateral-directional degrees of freedom:

U1β& + U1ψ& = gφ cos θ1 + Yβ + Y pφ& + Yrψ& + Yδ a δ a + Yδ r δ r

φ&& −

I xz
ψ&& = Lβ β + L pφ& + Lrψ& + Lδ a δ a + Lδ r δ r
I xx

ψ&& −

I xz &&
φ = N β β + N Tβ β + N pφ& + N rψ& + N δ a δ a + N δ r δ r
I zz

(2.22)

The variables β , φ , and ψ are the perturbed sideslip, roll angle, and heading respectively

and represent the three lateral-directional degrees of freedom. By taking the Laplace
transform of this system the differential equations become simple polynomials in the ‘s’
variable and are transformed from the time-domain into the frequency domain. The
Laplace transform is shown in Equation 2.23.

(sU1 − Yβ )β (s) − (sY p + g cosθ1 )φ (s) + s(U1 − Yr )ψ (s) = Yδ δ (s)

(

)

⎞
⎛ I
− Lβ β ( s ) + s 2 − L p s φ ( s ) − ⎜⎜ s 2 xz + sLr ⎟⎟ψ ( s ) = Lδ δ ( s )
⎠
⎝ I xx

(

)

(

)

⎞
⎛ I
− N β + N Tβ β ( s ) − ⎜⎜ s 2 xz + N p s ⎟⎟φ ( s ) + s 2 − sN r ψ ( s ) = N δ δ ( s )
⎠
⎝ I zz
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(2.23)

This new system of first degree polynomials can be rearranged into transfer function
format:

⎡
⎢ sU1 − Yβ
⎢
⎢
− Lβ
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢− N β − N T
β
⎢⎣

(

(

)

− sY p + g cos θ1

)

(s 2 − L p s )
⎛
− ⎜⎜ s 2
⎝

⎞
I xz
+ N p s ⎟⎟
I zz
⎠

⎤ ⎧ β (s) ⎫
⎥⎪
⎪ ⎧ Yδ ⎫
⎥ ⎪ δ (s) ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎞⎥ ⎪⎪ φ ( s ) ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ (2.24)
⎛ I
− ⎜⎜ s 2 xz + sLr ⎟⎟⎥ ⎨
⎬ = ⎨ Lδ ⎬
⎠⎥ ⎪ δ ( s ) ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎝ I xx
⎥ ⎪ψ ( s ) ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎥⎪
s 2 − sN r
⎪ ⎪⎩ N δ ⎪⎭
⎥⎦ ⎪⎩ δ ( s ) ⎪⎭
s (U1 − Yr )

(

)

By multiplying each side of the above system by the inverse of the 3x3 system matrix it
is possible to define the lateral-directional, open-loop transfer functions

β (s ) δ ,

φ (s ) δ andψ (s) δ . The input δ could represent either a rudder or an aileron input.
This set of transfer functions describes the aircraft motion that will result from a rudder
or aileron input. As was true in the longitudinal case, the inverse of the matrix is not a
particularly simple result to obtain. By applying Cramer’s rule to this system it becomes
apparent that all three transfer function will have an identical denominator equal to the
determinant of the system matrix. Fortunately, it is the denominator that gives us the
information we want about the open-loop stability of the aircraft.
The determinant of the denominator will yield another fourth order polynomial in
‘s’ as it did in the longitudinal case.

Unlike the longitudinal case, in the lateral-

directional degrees of freedom, this fourth order polynomial will typically yield two real
roots and one pair of complex roots. The two real roots represent first order, nonoscillatory modes of motion.

The root close to the origin is representative of the

relatively slow time-constant of the spiral mode, Ts , while the root further away from the
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origin is related to the relatively fast time-constant of the roll mode, Tr . Equations 2.25
and 2.26 show these relationships.

s1 =

s2 =

−1

(2.25)

Ts

−1
Tr

(2.26)

The complex pair of roots is called the dutch-roll mode and by comparing it with a
second order oscillatory system, we can extract the damping ratio and natural frequency
of its oscillation. These are shown in Equations 2.27 and 2.28.

(s 2 + 2ζ d ωn

d

)

s + ω nd 2 = 0

(2.27)

s d = ζ d ω n d ± jω n d 1 − ζ d 2

(2.28)

Figure 2.7 shows a typical plot of a set of the lateral-directional characteristic roots on the
real-imaginary axes.
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Figure 2.7 An example of typical lateral-directional roots on a real-imaginary axis. Two real
roots represent the first-order roll and spiral modes. The complex roots represent the
second-order dutch-roll mode.

Unfortunately, the same problems exist in the lateral-directional case as existed in the
longitudinal. Solving for the coefficients of the full fourth-order characteristic equation
is often not practical, especially in the early design stages of an aircraft development.
Fortunately, methods for estimating the dynamic modes by ignoring some of the less
important degrees of freedom for each will allow us to obtain useful approximations.

2.7 The Spiral, Roll and Dutch-Roll Approximations

Spiral Mode Approximation
The most significant contributors to the spiral mode are sideslip angle, β , and
heading angle rate, ψ& . Therefore, to simplify the lateral-directional equations of motion,
we will first ignore the side force equation as well as any terms associated with the bank
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angle, φ . After applying these assumptions, the reduced system is shown in Equation
2.29.

⎡
⎢ − Lβ
⎢
⎢
⎢⎣− N β

⎛ I xz
⎞⎤ ⎧ β ( s ) ⎫ ⎧ L ⎫
δ
⎜
− s⎜ s
+ Lr ⎟⎟⎥ ⎪ δ ( s ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
I
⎝ xx
⎠⎥ ⎨
⎬=⎨ ⎬
⎥ ⎪ψ ( s ) ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
2
s − sN r
⎥⎦ ⎪ δ ( s) ⎪ ⎩ N δ ⎭
⎩
⎭

(

)

(2.29)

After rearranging slightly, the characteristic equation of this system is shown in Equation
2.30.

⎛
I ⎞
− s⎜⎜ Lβ + N β xz ⎟⎟ + Lβ N r − N β Lr = 0
I xx ⎠
⎝

(

)

(2.30)

This gives an approximation to the spiral time constant, shown in Equation 2.31.

⎛
I
− ⎜⎜ Lβ + N β xz
I xx
Ts ≈ ⎝
L β N r − N β Lr

(

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

)

(2.31)

Roll Mode Approximation
The time constant of the roll mode can be approximated by assuming that bank
angle, φ , is the only important degree of freedom. This leaves us with Equation 2.32.
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Lδ a
φ ( s)
=
δ a ( s) s 2 − sL p

(

)

(2.32)

After factoring out an ‘s’ from the denominator, the characteristic equation becomes
simply, s − L p = 0 .

The approximation to the roll mode time constant is shown in

Equation 2.33.

Tr =

−1
Lp

(2.33)

Dutch-roll Mode Approximation
To approximate the second-order dutch-roll mode, the bank angle degree of
freedom, φ , is ignored because it has been shown that while rolling motions are indeed
present in this mode, they do not affect the natural frequency of oscillation. (Roskam I,
363) This simplification leaves us with the system shown in Equation 2.34.

(

⎡ sU1 − Yβ
⎢
⎢
⎢⎣ − N β

)

⎧ β ( s) ⎫
s(U1 − Yr )⎤ ⎪
⎪ ⎧ Yδ ⎫
⎥ ⎪ δ ( s) ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎥ ⎨ψ ( s ) ⎬ = ⎨ ⎬
2
⎪ ⎪N ⎪
s − sN r ⎥⎦ ⎪
⎪⎩ δ ( s) ⎪⎭ ⎩ δ ⎭

(

(2.34)

)

The characteristic equation for this system is shown in Equation 2.35.

Yβ ⎞ ⎧
⎛
⎫
1
⎟ + ⎨N β +
Yβ N r − N β Yr ⎬ = 0
s 2 − s⎜⎜ N r +
⎟
U1 ⎠ ⎩
U1
⎭
⎝

(
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)

(2.35)

By again comparing this equation to the spring-mass-damper system in Equation 2.15, we
can write approximations to the dutch-roll mode natural frequency and damping ratio as
shown in Equations 2.36 and 2.37.

⎧

ωnd ≈ ⎨N β +
⎩

⎫
1
Yβ N r − N β Yr ⎬
U1
⎭

(

)

Yβ ⎞
⎛
⎟
− ⎜⎜ N r +
⎟
U
1⎠
ζd ≈ ⎝
2ω n d

(2.36)

(2.37)

2.8 Dynamic Modes For Small UAVs

All of the aircraft stability theory presented up to this point has been for large,
conventional aircraft with irreversible flight control systems. An irreversible system is
one in which the control surfaces are moved and held rigid, usually by a servo motor.
Fortunately, the same methods and approximations mentioned above can also be used for
predicting static and dynamic stability of small UAVs. This is possible because the
predictions are based only on the classic, small perturbation, linearized, six degree-offreedom, aircraft equations of motion shown in Appendix A. Small UAVs systems
contain control surfaces actuated by irreversible servo motors, so the above equations can
appropriately be applied to analyze their flight dynamics.
The dynamic mode approximations are only useful if the above-mentioned
dimensional stability derivatives are known. For large airplanes with long design cycles
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and relatively high design budgets, these derivatives are typically determined through
scaled wind tunnel testing and (CFD) models.

Small UAV projects at BYU and

elsewhere typically have shorter design cycles and often smaller budgets, which can
make extensive wind tunnel testing and CFD modeling impractical.

Fortunately,

mathematical models based on the aircraft geometry, mass and inertial properties can be
used to provide approximations to the dimensional stability derivatives. Such models are
presented by Roskam. Chapter 4 presents these models in a spreadsheet format, intended
to provide designers with a “quick and easy” tool for predicting the stability and handling
qualities while still in the design stage. This will allow designers to include critical
dynamic stability considerations in their short design cycles.
The dynamic behaviors of large and small airplanes are very similar, but the
smaller masses and inertias as well as slower flight speeds of small UAVs tend toward
higher natural frequencies than conventional aircraft.

It has been suggested to use

Dynamic (“Froude”) scaling to adjust for the higher frequencies of these smaller vehicles.
This method provides common ratios between inertia-to-gravity and aerodynamic-togravity forces for vehicles of different sizes. (Mettler) Using Dynamic scaling, the
frequency of oscillation of various modes will increase by the square root of the scaling
ratio, N, as shown in Equation 2.38. N is defined as the factor by which the small-scale
dimensions must be multiplied to yield the large-scale dimensions. For example, for a
1/10 size model of an actual aircraft, N =10

ω n, small − scale = ω n, large − scale N
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(2.38)

Dynamic scaling is useful to describe the general trend of airplane dynamic
modes as UAVs get smaller and smaller, but because UAVs typically have less design
constraints than large airplanes, many configurations simply don’t have a large scale
corollary. The trend of higher natural frequencies as vehicles get smaller of both the
short-period and dutch-roll modes is shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. Figure 2.8 shows the
trend for higher short-period natural frequencies as the size of the airplane decreases. It
compares several well known large aircraft with the three aircraft being studied in this
thesis, using data from Appendix B. Figure 2.9 was taken from another study, but the
results are very similar. It shows the same trend of higher natural frequencies for the
dutch-roll mode as airplane size decreases. The consequences of small UAVs possessing
higher frequencies will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Now that the dynamic modes have been defined and even the methods for their
approximation have been presented, the next step toward the thesis objectives is to
analyze the effect these modes have on airplane performance. The definition of aircraft
handling qualities based on the natural frequencies, damping ratios and time constants of
the dynamic modes will be the subject of Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.8 Short period mode natural frequency plotted versus span for various large and small airplanes
showing the trend of higher natural frequencies for smaller vehicles. Data taken from Appendix B.

Figure 2.9 Dutch-roll mode natural frequency plotted versus span for various large and small airplanes
showing the trend of higher natural frequencies for smaller vehicles. (Jackowski)
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Chapter 3
Handling Qualities

3.1 What Are Handling Qualities?

It is an obvious fact that an airplane’s geometric and inertial properties, among
other factors, influence how well or how poorly it flies and how effectively it is able to
perform its intended mission. The “handling qualities” or “flying qualities” of an airplane
are a measure of airplane performance relative to its intended mission and describe how
“well” or “poorly” a particular airplane flies.
MIL-STD-1797A defines what is meant by the term handling qualities. “Those
qualities or characteristics of the aircraft that govern the ease and precision with which a
pilot is able to perform the tasks required in support of an aircraft role.” Another
definition from the Cooper-Harper Rating Scale defines handling qualities as “those
qualities or characteristics of an aircraft that govern the ease and precision with which a
pilot is able to perform the tasks required in support of an aircraft role.” (Hodgkinson, 7)
An analysis of handling qualities will include both qualitative and quantitative
information about the pilot’s ability to control the airplane. It includes analysis of how
quickly an airplane responds to various inputs as well as the control effort that must be
exerted by the pilot. It will also include an analysis of the characteristic oscillatory
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modes of aircraft motion, both convergent and divergent. Handling qualities are used to
compare various aircraft designs and are based on both subjective pilot opinion and
objective flight data.

3.2 Handling Qualities for Conventional Aircraft

Aircraft handling qualities for large, conventional aircraft are typically
determined through careful and extensive flight testing by various pilots. Pilot opinion is
assessed and quantified using the Cooper-Harper rating scale, developed in the 1960s by
engineers at NASA and Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory shown in Figure 3.1 The
Cooper-Harper scale was adopted in 1970 by the Military Specification MIL-F-8785B as
the basis for evaluating flying qualities of US military aircraft and is widely used today.
A test pilot will fly an airplane at various configurations and give his opinion of how well
the airplane handles using the decision tree format to categorize each configuration. The
opinions of multiple pilots are usually taken and the results are averaged to minimize the
effect of variance in pilot preference, experience and ability.
MIL-F-8785C, updated in 1980, is the most current military document used to
regulate the handling qualities specifications for military aircraft. It is widely used as a
standard for civilian aircraft as well. Airplanes are divided into four classes:
Class I: Small, light aircraft
Class II: Medium weight, low-to-medium maneuverability
Class III: Large, Heavy, low-to-medium maneuverability airplanes
Class IV: High-maneuverability airplanes
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Figure 3.1 The Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale. A decision tree used by flight-test
engineers and pilots to turn qualitative opinions of aircraft performance in a quantitative rating.

Each class is further divided into categories for various flight phases allowing for
variable configurations and handling qualities during a single flight. These categories are
as follows.
Category A:

Those nonterminal flight phases that require rapid

maneuvering, precision tracking or precise flight-path control.

This

includes air-to-air combat, weapon delivery or formation flying.
Category B:

Those nonterminal flight phases that are normally

accomplished using gradual maneuvers and without precision tracking,
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although accurate flight-path control may be required.

This includes

climbing, cruising, loitering or descending.
Category C: Those terminal flight phases that are accomplished using

gradual maneuvers and usually require accurate flight-path control. This
includes taking off, landing and approaching.
Furthermore, handling quality levels are broken down in MIL-F-8785C as follows:
Level 1: Flying qualities clearly adequate for the mission flight phase.
Level 2:

Flying qualities adequate to accomplish the mission Flight

Phase, but some increase in pilot workload or degradation in mission
effectiveness, or both exists.
Level 3: Flying qualities such that the airplane can be controlled safely,

but pilot workload is excessive or mission effectiveness is inadequate, or
both.
The military specifications give quantitative criteria of airplane performance by
which an airplane’s handling qualities level can be determined. These criteria are divided
into the class and flight phase category as shown above. These criteria aid both military
and civilian airplane designers to ensure the safe operation of their aircraft throughout the
entire flight envelope. Some of these important performance limits will be discussed
below.

3.3 Handling Qualities Are Related to the Dynamic Modes

The characteristic dynamic modes of airplane motion discussed in Chapter 2 are
intimately connected to the handling qualities of an airplane. In fact, many of the
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military specifications are derived by setting limits on the natural frequencies, damping
ratios and time constants of the various dynamic modes. For instance, in the longitudinal
axes, the natural frequency and damping ratio of the phugoid mode describe what aircraft
motions occur “when the airplane seeks a stabilized airspeed following a disturbance.”
(MIL-F-8785C) Because the natural frequency of this characteristically slow mode of
oscillation is typically on the order of 50-100 seconds for large aircraft, a pilot is easily
able to control and compensate for unwanted motion. Therefore, no limits are placed on
the natural frequency of the phugoid mode. However, Level 1 handling qualities require
that the damping ratio be positive so as to eventually cause any oscillation to die out over
time. Negative damping ratios are tolerated only at Level 3 because they indicate a
tendency to become unstable if uncorrected. Because phugoid oscillations are so slow, it
is possible that a pilot might not notice them immediately and the oscillations will grow
larger and become an annoyance. In the case of an unstable damping ratio, there is a
limit placed on T2, the time for the magnitude to double. The specifications on phugoid
mode damping from MIL-F-8785C are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Limits on the damping ratio of the phugoid mode from Military Specification MIL-F-8785C

In the case of longitudinal handling qualities, the short period mode is of far more
importance than the phugoid because it governs the speed at which changes in angle of
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attack affect the flight-path angle. The short period must be fast enough to allow rapid
maneuvers but not so fast as to make the aircraft overly sensitive. The damping ratio
must be high enough that the high frequency motion quickly dies out because if it does
not, it can be a major annoyance and even dangerous for both pilots and passengers. It
must not be so low that the motion is overdamped, so that the airplane feels “sluggish” to
a pilot. The natural frequency requirements are plotted against the load-factor-sensitivity,
n/α, which is calculated from Equation 3.1.

n/α =

q1C Lα

(3.1)

W S

These requirements vary for different flight phases of the aircraft. Figure 3.2 shows the
Category B short-period natural frequency limits for a cruising aircraft, which requires
only gradual maneuvers. Similar requirements exist for flight phase categories A and C
but are not shown here. The damping ratio requirements for the short period mode are
shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Short Period damping ratio limits for Flight Phase Categories A through C (MIL-F-8785C)
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Figure 3.2 Short Period natural frequency limits plotted against n/α for flight-phase category B (MIL-F8785C)

Historically, before MIL-F-8785, airplane designers used the short period
“thumbprint,” a plot of the short period natural frequency versus the damping ratio. An
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example of this “thumbprint,” defining regions of generally acceptable and unacceptable
short period handling qualities characteristics is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Short Period Thumbprint showing the region of acceptable handling qualities based on the
natural frequency and damping ratio of the short-period mode
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Similar requirements from MIL-F-8785C, putting limits on the natural frequency
and damping ratio of the dutch-roll mode as well as the time constants of the spiral and
roll modes, exist for the case of lateral-direction handling qualities. These requirements
are shown in Tables 3.3 to 3.5. For the spiral mode, no specific limitation is placed on
the time constant because a slightly unstable spiral mode is typically acceptable.
However, lower limits on the time it takes for the bank angle to double from an initial
disturbance of 20 degrees are specified. For the case of a stable spiral mode, the bank
angle will actually decrease after a disturbance.

Table 3.3 Limits on the dutch-roll natural frequency and damping ratio from MIL-F-8785C
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Table 3.4 Limits on the roll mode time constant in seconds from MIL-F-8785C

Table 3.5 Requirements on the time it takes for the bank angle to double after a disturbance of 20 degrees
from MIL-F-8785C. Related to the spiral mode time constant.

3.4 Handling Qualities for Small UAVs

While handling qualities requirements for large, conventional aircraft are well
understood and documented, such documentation and conventions for UAVs and
especially for small UAVs simply do not exist at this time. As mentioned in Chapter 2,
lower moments of inertia tend to yield higher natural frequencies of the characteristic
dynamic modes. The lack of human pilots or passengers on board also removes some of
the constraints from tolerable handling characteristics that exist for large airplanes. In
general, small UAVs seem to exhibit a wider range over which the aircraft will display
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“acceptable” handling qualities. While this is certainly true for both the longitudinal and
lateral-directional cases, this study will focus on the longitudinal case of the short period
mode requirements.

Chapter 4 contains relatively “quick and easy” methods for

predicting the handling qualities of airplanes based on the geometric, inertial and other
properties of the airframe. These methods utilize the analytical methods predicted by
Roskam in a spreadsheet format. This spreadsheet will be used not only to predict the
dynamic stability of the three small UAVs being studied, but also to analyze trends and
develop design guidelines for small UAV designers.
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Chapter 4
Methods for Predicting Dynamic Stability

4.1 Predicting the Dynamic Stability of Small UAVs

For many years, aircraft designers have used tried-and-true rules of thumb and
iterations on previous stable designs to help ensure the stability of their new designs. It is
remarkable to note how early airplane designers were able to create very reliable, stable
designs without many of the analytical, predictive methods used today.

Improved

knowledge of dynamic systems and fluid analysis allows modern designers to very
accurately predict an airplane’s handling qualities before it is built and tested.
Techniques used for predicting handling qualities include approximate mathematical
models, wind-tunnel testing and CFD models.
One objective of this study was to create a method for amateur UAV designers to
quickly and with relative ease predict the stability and handling qualities of new designs,
preferably, while still in the design stage. To accomplish this goal, predictive methods
presented by Dr. Jan Roskam of DAR Corporation in his textbooks mentioned previously
were used to create approximate mathematical models of the airplanes of interest. Using
these models, the natural frequencies, damping ratios and time constants of the dynamic
modes were predicted. Although the methods presented in these textbooks are intended
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for large airplanes, it was found that with a few modifications, they can be applied quite
well to small UAVs.
The methods presented by Roskam draw heavily upon the correlated wind-tunnel
data of the USAF DatCom. This data provides graphical and analytical techniques to
predict how various parameters such as wing and fuselage geometry affect the
dimensionless stability derivatives of the airplane. They allow designers to predict the
nondimensional, steady-state forces and moments induced on the aircraft during flight.
This is accomplished using knowledge of the bare airframe geometry. This geometry
includes critical parameters such as aspect ratio, wing sweep, static margin, tail volume
ratio, etc. These nondimensional forces and moments must then be dimensionalized
using the mass and inertial properties of the design.
A spreadsheet program was developed using Microsoft Excel. It allows users to
input geometric and inertial information about an aircraft. The program then predicts the
characteristics of the various dynamic modes. These predictions can then be compared to
the allowable ranges of these values in military documentation to determine if the design
meets the required specifications for handling qualities.

4.2 Dynamic Modes Predictor

The Dynamic Modes Predictor spreadsheet program was designed to be used as a
relatively simple design tool. It utilizes the longitudinal and lateral-directional natural
frequency, damping ratio and time constant approximations given in Chapter 2 to predict
the dynamic behavior of an aircraft. To use the spreadsheet, airplane parameters are first
input into the correct fields. Next, the user is prompted to use a series of charts and
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graphs found in the Roskam’s textbooks. Calculated values are used to prompt the user
to find new values on the USAF/DatCom charts. These new values are used by the
spreadsheet for the final calculation of the dimensionless stability derivatives. Each lookup is clearly labeled with the necessary page numbers and figure numbers. Using the
mass, inertia and velocity data input by the user, dimensional stability derivatives are
then calculated from their dimensionless counterparts. The dynamic mode predictions
are then made using these derivatives. Once initial predictions have been calculated, the
user can use the program to see how the dynamic characteristics will change if certain
parameters are altered. To make the spreadsheet user-friendly, each input parameter is
clearly labeled, explained and referenced if necessary because some are not typically
defined during an airplane design process and must be calculated. All intermediate
calculations are also clearly labeled and referenced showing from where each equation
was taken.

This will simplify the process of making later modifications and

improvements to the spreadsheet. See Appendix C for screen shots of the program
layout.

4.3 Verification of Model

The validity of the model was determined by using data from a Cessna-182.
Roskam gives the outputs of DAR Corporation’s Advanced Aircraft Analysis (AAA)
Program for the Cessna 182. This program is more advanced than the Dynamic Modes
Predictor because it uses the full equations to predict the dynamic modes instead of the
approximations. This method does yield better accuracy, but requires more inputs and
airframe information. Because of the approximate nature of much of the linearized
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theory and correlated data that goes into the full equations, a method that gives
approximate results without excessive effort was considered appropriate. The outputs of
the Dynamic Modes Predictor were compared to that of the AAA program for the Cessna
182 to verify the accuracy of the new spreadsheet program.

Table 4.1 shows a

comparison of these outputs and the percentage error.

Table 4.1 Comparison of program outputs for a Cessna 182 between DAR Corporation’s AAA and the
Dynamic Modes Predictor

Cessna 182

AAA

Dynamic Modes
Predictor

Percent Error

ωn,sp (rad/s)

5.27

6.39

21.3

ζsp

0.844

0.860

1.9

ωn,ph (rad/s)

0.171

0.211

23.4

ζph

0.129

0.075

41.9

ωn,d (rad/s)

3.24

2.04

37.0

ζd

0.207

0.303

46.4

Ts (s)

55.9

1.83

96.7

Tr (s)

0.077

0.079

2.6

The Dynamic Modes Predictor outputs had an average percent error of 34% from
the AAA outputs. However, if the error due to the spiral mode time constant prediction is
removed (see below), the average percent error becomes 25%. This error is larger than
would be desired, but it still can give valuable information about an airplane’s handling
qualities. Some of the error is thought to be due to uncertainty in the input data. Many of
the inputs into the Dynamic Modes Predictor were made by measuring a drawing of a
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Cessna 182, because the manufacturer’s data was not available.

Because each

approximation involves vastly different calculations, instead of using the overall
percentage error to determine the validity of the model, we will look at each prediction
separately to determine in which predictions to place confidence. In Chapter 5, error bars
based on the percentage error for each prediction will be used.

Short-period Mode
The most influential parameter on the short period mode natural frequency is the
static margin. This parameter depends on the location of the neutral point for the aircraft,
which can be difficult to calculate exactly if geometry is complex. Fairly simple methods
were used for the Dynamic Modes Predictor program while it is assumed that more
sophisticated methods were used for the AAA program. More sophistication in the
method adds complexity to the input process. A large portion of the 21.3% error is most
likely due to differences in neutral point prediction. The short period damping ratio
however, showed only a 1.9% error.

Phugoid Mode
The 23.4% error in phugoid mode approximation is thought to be due to
inadequacies in the approximation itself. Roskam notes an 11% error due to the phugoid
approximation in an example problem (Roskam, I, 335). This error is less important than
other modes because the natural frequency is typically so slow. The damping ratio shows
a large percentage error, but only a 0.15 numerical error, which is acceptable because
both are very small numbers.
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Dutch-roll Mode
Roskam notes close correlation of less than 5% for the dutch-roll natural
frequency approximation.

Therefore, the 37% error in the dutch-roll frequency

prediction for the Dynamic Modes Predictor is thought to be due in large part to
uncertainty in measurements of parameters contributing to this prediction. Many of these
were harder to measure precisely from the airplane drawings than the parameters used for
the longitudinal predictions. These parameters include the exact location of the vertical
tail aerodynamic center and some of the fuselage approximations.
Flight tests on the Procerus prototype plane, mentioned later in this chapter, lend
confidence to the dutch-roll natural frequency approximation used by the Dynamic
Modes Predictor. It was observed from test flights that the lightly damped dutch-roll
natural frequency of the Procerus UAV in windy conditions was approximately 1.5 to 2.0
Hz or roughly 9 to 12 rad/s. When the natural frequency of the dutch-roll mode was
predicted using the Dynamic Modes Predictor, it was found to be 1.6 Hz or 10.3 rad/s.
The similarities between observation and prediction demonstrate that when more accurate
input data is used, the prediction is more accurate. More accurate data was available
because the actual plane was used to make measurements and he geometry of the
Procerus prototype is significantly simpler than the Cessna 182. The 46% error in the
dutch-roll damping ratio approximation is very similar to the 50% errors demonstrated by
Roskam in comparing the approximation with the full calculation. The approximation to
the dutch-roll damping ratio therefore does not yield accurate predictions, while the
approximation to the natural frequency of the dutch-roll natural frequency does appear to
be useful.
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Spiral Mode
Some of the 96.7% discrepancy between the program outputs for the spiral mode
time constant is also most likely due to uncertainty in the lateral-directional input
parameters. Roskam notes differences due to use of the approximation instead of the full
calculations for the spiral mode of more than 7 times. (Roskam, I, 367) The poorness of
the approximation is because the roll degree of freedom is neglected. However, although
the time constant in the case of the Cessna-182 differs from the AAA result by a factor of
20, both methods show the spiral mode relatively close to the origin, indicating a much
slower response than other dynamic modes, particularly the roll mode (see below). For
the purposes of this study, it can be assumed that the spiral mode time constant is much
greater than the prediction shows. Trends in spiral stability, however, can be predicted
accurately using the design tool.

Roll Mode
The roll mode prediction is seen to be very accurate, with only a 2.6% error
between the two programs. However, for small UAVs, the roll mode is typically of less
importance because it is so fast that a pilot cannot tell the difference between a normal
roll mode time constant and a “slow” time constant. The roll mode governs only how
fast the plane reaches the commanded roll rate not the roll rate itself. Other factors not
considered here, like the size of the ailerons, govern how fast the plane can actually roll.
Overall, while the error associated with using the Dynamic Modes Predictor to
calculate the characteristics of the dynamic modes for UAVs is more than was expected,
the model is still useful for getting rough estimates for the dynamic modes of an airplane
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with relative ease. This makes it useful as a tool to be used early on in the design
process. It will also be used in this study to compare the dynamic modes and handling
qualities of the three small UAVs introduced previously.

4.4 Predictions for Three Small UAVs

Three small UAVs of interest were analyzed using the Dynamic Modes Predictor.
Some of the critical geometric input data, required by the Dynamic Modes Predictor
program are shown in Table 4.2 for all three airplanes. The predictions of the dynamic
modes are shown in Table 4.3. A short comparison of the predicted modes will follow,
with a more complete discussion of how various design parameters affect the dynamic
modes to be given in Chapter 6.

Table 4.2 Critical design parameters for the three airplanes that were studied

Span (m)
Wing area (m^2)
Mean geometric chord (m)
mass (kg)
Static margin
Velocity (m/s)
Average wing sweep (deg)
Taper ratio
Vertical tail area (m^2)
Vertical tail volume ratio
Horizontal tail area(m^2)
Horizontal tail volume ratio

Zagi 400
1.21
0.290
0.253
0.646
0.043
13
26.6
0.53
0.0096
0.030
n/a
n/a
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StablEyes
0.61
0.089
0.147
0.445
0.117
15
8.4
0.702
0.010
0.287
0.026
0.733

Procerus
0.60
0.126
0.225
0.565
0.071
16
43
1
0.006
.042
n/a
n/a

Table 4.3 Dynamic mode predictions for 3 planes using spreadsheet results

ωn, sp (rad/s)
ζsp
ωn, ph (rad/s)
ζph
ωn, d (rad/s)
ζd
Tr (s)
Ts (s)

Zagi 400

StablEyes

Procerus

12.4
0.68
1.1
0.05
5.7
0.15
0.10
-0.15

14.9
0.99
0.94
0.16
9.0
0.16
0.06

16.6
0.30
0.81
0.05
10.3
0.10
0.09

-0.79

-0.11

The short-period mode natural frequency ranges from 12.4 rad/s (2 Hz) for the
Zagi-400 to 16.6 rad/s (2.6 Hz) for the Procerus prototype. The higher frequency of the
Procerus plane is due to a larger static margin (7.1%) and a low moment of inertia (see
Appendix C). The low moment of inertia of the Procerus plane is a consequence of all of
the heavy components being located very near the center of gravity of the aircraft. This
is because this design is intended to eventually be collapsible. For the Zagi-400, the
moment of inertia is higher because the heavy components are more spread out.
StablEyes has a relatively high moment of inertia about the Y axis, I yy , because of its tail
boom. These higher inertias cause the airplane’s short-period natural frequency to be
lower than the Procerus prototype.

The presence of the horizontal tail does give

StablEyes the largest short period damping ratio, compared to the two tailless aircraft.
The characteristics of the phugoid mode for the three planes give a much less
interesting comparison, because the phugoid mode natural frequency is dependent almost
solely on its inverse relationship with velocity as demonstrated in Equation 2.20. As
would be expected then, the Zagi-400, with the lowest cruise velocity, has the highest
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frequency, 1.1 rad/s (0.18 Hz) and the Procerus prototype has the lowest, 0.81 rad/s (0.13
Hz). The period of these phugoid oscillations is then 5.7 s and 7.8 s respectively. The
phugoid damping ratio is higher for StablEyes than for the two flying wings because of
the higher parasite drag due to the presence of a fuselage.
Many factors contribute to the natural frequency of the dutch-roll mode. These
three planes have a range of 5.7 rad/s (0.9 Hz) for the Zagi-400 to 10.3 rad/s (1.6 Hz) for
the Procerus prototype. The most significant difference among these three planes that
causes this disparity is the moment of inertia about the Z axis, I zz ,. Lower moments of
inertia give higher natural frequencies in the dutch-roll mode, much as was observed in
the short-period mode. The dutch-roll damping ratio is affected by the size and moment
arm of the vertical tails as well as by the moment of inertia. StablEyes’ advantage of a
long moment arm of the vertical tail gives it a damping ratio of 0.16, which is slightly
higher than the two flying wings, 0.15 for the Zagi-400 and 0.10 for the Procerus
prototype. Dutch roll damping will be treated further in Chapter 6.
The actual value of the spiral mode time constants is most likely larger than the
Dynamic Modes Predictor results by 10 to 20 times, based on the poor correlation of the
Cessna-182 results and observations during flight tests. All three are predicted to be
unstable (negative) and much faster than would be expected although still slow relative to
the roll mode time constant predictions. Unstable (divergent) spiral modes are very
common in practice and are allowable only if they are slow enough for a pilot to easily
correct. Therefore, the prediction of a negative spiral mode is accurate, even though the
magnitude is most definitely not. The roll mode time constants for all three planes are
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predicted to be very fast, as would be expected because of the low inertias relative to
large planes.
The predictive tools introduced in this chapter are useful with acknowledged error
for designers of small UAVs who want a rough analysis of the dynamic stability and
handling qualities of their designs. This method will be used in Chapter 5 to predict the
dynamic stability characteristics of various airplane configurations. Flight tests will be
conducted to determine at which point the handling qualities begin to degrade. This data
will be used to adjust current military standards for large aircraft to be useful for small
UAVs.
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Chapter 5
Handling Qualities Standards for Small UAVs

5.1 New Handling Qualities Standards Needed For Small UAVs

The higher natural frequencies of oscillation present in small UAVs compared to
larger planes cause their handling qualities to fall outside the current standards given in
MIL-F-8785C. It will be shown that using the standards for large planes to rate small
UAVs gives ratings of Level 2 and worse to the small UAVs that are rated by test pilots
as Level 1. The military limits can be adjusted using dynamic scaling to alter the current
limits on natural frequency to create limits that are more appropriate for small UAVs.
Flight tests results conducted on the three small UAVs studied in Chapter 4 support the
new proposed standards for the short-period mode natural frequency limits.

5.2 Higher Natural Frequencies of Oscillation for Small UAVs

To help illustrate that smaller airplanes inherently have higher natural frequencies
for all of the dynamic modes of oscillation, the results from the Dynamic Modes
Predictor from Chapter 4 for StablEyes were compared to the Cessna-182 data from
Roskam. These planes were chosen for comparison because their geometric similarities
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make them almost scale versions of each other. Pictures of both planes are shown in
Figures 5.1 and 5.2.

Figure 5.1 StablEyes airframe.

Figure 5.2 Cessna 182 airframe.

Because of this almost scale relationship, from a dimensionless standpoint, these two
planes are almost identical. This means that their dimensionless stability derivatives are
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also very similar. Table 5.1 shows a comparison of the Dynamic Modes Predictor results
for StablEyes with the AAA program results from Roskam for the Cessna-182.

Table 5.1 Comparison of dimensionless stability derivatives for a Cessna-182 and StablEyes

CL_α
Cm_α
Cm_α_dot
Cm_q
Cy_β
Cy_r
Cl_β
Cl_r
Cl_p
Cn_β
Cn_r

Cessna-182

StablEyes

Percent Diff

4.41
-0.613
-7.27
-12.4
-0.393
0.214
-0.0923
0.0798
-0.484
0.0587
-0.0937

4.48
-0.522
-6.67
-15.8
-0.335
0.270
-0.096
0.212
-0.362
0.119
-0.172

1.7
14.8
8.3
27.5
14.8
26.1
4.0
165.7
25.2
103.0
84.0

Comparing the dimensionless derivatives from these two airplanes, the average
percentage difference is 43.2%.

However, if the three largest differences from the

derivatives Cl r , C n β and C n r are not included, the average percent difference becomes
15.3%. This is appropriate because these derivatives are all very small numbers (much
smaller than 1). In this case, small numerical differences give very high percentage
differences, so the average difference appears much larger than it is in reality if they are
included. It is obvious, however when differences are quantified, that there is a strong
correlation between the dimensionless derivatives of these two very similar airframes. It
would seem likely that their dynamic behavior would be very similar as well.
Unfortunately, this is not the case.
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As noted in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, small UAVs tend to possess higher natural
frequencies of oscillation than large aircraft for all of the oscillatory and first order
dynamic modes. For all of the modes except the phugoid mode, this disparity is due
mainly to smaller moments of inertia. Table 5.1 contains mass and moment of inertia
data for the Cessna 182 and StablEyes.
Table 5.2 Comparison of mass and inertia data for a Cessna-182 and StablEyes

m (kg)
Ixx (kg*m2)
Iyy (kg*m2)
Izz (kg*m2)

Cessna-182
1200
700
1000
1450

StablEyes
0.445
0.002
0.004
0.005

Ratio
2700/1
350,000/1
250,000/1
290,000/1

Interestingly, while the mass ratio of the Cessna-182 to StablEyes is 2,700 to 1, the ratios
of the moments of inertia average about 300,000 to 1, differing by a factor of more than
100. As can be seen from the approximations derived in Chapter 2 in Equations 2.16 and
2.36, both the short period and dutch-roll natural frequencies have a strong inverse
relation to the moments of inertia about the respective axes of oscillation. They are
strongly dependent on the dimensional stability derivatives, M α and N β , respectively.
These derivatives, from Appendices A.3 and A.5, are shown in Equations 5.1 and 5.2.

Mα =

q1Sc C mα

(5.1)

I yy
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Nβ =

q1SbC n β

(5.2)

I zz

These equations illustrate that smaller inertias lead to larger dimensional derivatives
which cause higher natural frequencies in both the short-period and dutch-roll modes. In
the case of the phugoid mode, the natural frequency is higher because of the inverse
relationship between natural frequency and velocity from the phugoid approximation
given in Chapter 2 in Equation 2.20. According to this approximation, the lower flight
speeds of small UAVs yield higher phugoid natural frequencies than for larger, faster
aircraft, as was noted in Chapter 4.
When the characteristics of the dynamic modes are quantified, the differences
caused by the smaller moments of inertia and lower flight speeds are very apparent. It is
very evident that although from a dimensionless standpoint the Cessna 182 and StablEyes
are very similar, the smaller moments of inertia and lower flight speeds cause their
dynamic motion to differ significantly. Table 5.3 shows a comparison of the dynamic
modes taken from the results of the Dynamic Modes Predictor and the AAA program for
the Cessna 182 and StablEyes.
These results of higher frequencies become especially important as one attempts
to evaluate the longitudinal handling qualities of small UAVs based on the results of the
Dynamic Modes Predictor spreadsheet program.

This is done using the military

specifications for handling qualities presented in Chapter 3. It quickly becomes apparent
that the higher natural frequencies of the short-period mode for small UAVs cause them
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to receive a Level 3 handling qualities ratings in most cases, even for planes that are
known to possess good longitudinal handling qualities at those particular configurations.

Table 5.3 Comparison of the predicted natural frequencies and damping ratios for the oscillatory modes of
motion.

Short period
Phugoid
Dutch-roll

Cessna-182
6.2
0.89
0.21
0.08
2.0
0.3

ωn (rad/s)
ζ
ωn (rad/s)
ζ
ωn (rad/s)
ζ

StablEyes
14.9
1.00
0.9
0.16
9.0
0.16

5.3 Rating Handling Qualities for Small UAVs Using Current Military Standards

The short-period limits from MIL-F-8785C can be used to rate the flying qualities
of small UAVs such as the three being studied here. The Zagi 400 and the Procerus
prototype will now be added to the discussion in addition to StablEyes. Figure 5.3 shows
the location of the small UAVs and the Cessna-182 on the short-period graph of shortperiod mode military requirements discussed in Chapter 3. The data points are shown
with 21% error bars to take into account the uncertainty associated with the approximate
models used. The 21% error was calculated in Chapter 4 as the discrepancy between the
AAA program used by Roskam and the Dynamic Modes Predictor. Also shown are the
locations of the short-period mode for a Cessna 620, which is a midsize, 4 engine,
passenger plane and a Boeing 747. These are shown to give some context for the small
UAVs.
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As noted in Chapter 3, short-period natural frequency is plotted against the
parameter n/α, which is referred to by Roskam as the gust- or load-factor-sensitivity and
is defined again in Equation 5.3. It is a function of the steady-state dynamic pressure, q1 ,
the airplane lift slope, C Lα , and the wing loading W S .

nα=

q1C Lα
W S

(5.3)

Figure 5.3 The flying qualities of the three small UAVs are determined to be Level 2 and 3 according to
MIL-F 8785C. The larger planes are shown to fall into the Level 1 range as expected.
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It is apparent that the Cessna-182, Cessna 620 and Boeing 747 all receive Level 1
flying qualities ratings as expected. However, the Zagi-400, StablEyes, and the Procerus
prototype all fall into the Level 2 or Level 3 handling qualities range, which means that
their handling performance should be unsatisfactory in relation to their specified mission.
These results are suspicious however, because all three of these planes are known to
handle well at the given configurations, as rated by multiple test pilots. Test flights to be
discussed later also showed that as the flight configurations are varied, the flying qualities
of the small UAVs became unacceptable at much higher natural frequencies of the short
period mode than would be expected from the current military standards.

5.4 New UAV Handling Qualities Standard Using Dynamic Scaling

Some adjustments must be made to the military standards to make them
applicable for small UAVs, because the current standards for large planes do not
characterize the flying qualities of small planes. Dynamic scaling, introduced in Chapter
2, can be used to shift the range of acceptable flying qualities by use of the scale ratio, N.
For a 1/10 size model of an actual aircraft, N =10. Equation 2.38 is repeated as Equation
5.4 to show the relation between the frequency of a scale model’s oscillations to that of
an actual size aircraft.

ωsmall - scale = ω large - scale N

(5.4)

One obstacle of applying dynamic scaling to the airplane handling qualities limits
is that in general, UAVs are not scaled-down versions of large aircraft. In rare cases, as
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was true with StablEyes, it is possible to find a similar large-scale aircraft with similar
geometric features. But even in the case of StablEyes, which is approximately a 1/17th
scale version of the Cessna-182 according to span, dynamic scaling (Eq. 5.4) over
predicts the short-period natural frequency to be 25 rad/s instead of 15 rad/s. This is
because the mass configuration of the two planes is so much different, that the inertias do
not scale the same as the geometric features of the airplane. It is far more common that
small UAVs possess designs that would be considered unconventional for large airplanes.
Therefore, it is simply not possible in most cases to determine the short-period natural
frequency of a small UAV and then adjust it by use of dynamic scaling to see if it falls
into the required flying qualities range. The flying qualities limits themselves must be
shifted to an appropriate range for small UAVs.
The lower limit of the short-period frequency is of more importance than the
upper limit. This is because this limit is usually approached as the center of gravity is
moved aft, towards the neutral point of the aircraft. Far more airplanes struggle with
stability as a result of the center of gravity being too far aft than too far forward. Thus, it
is most critical to adjust the lower limit of the short-period natural frequency
requirements to a range that accurately reflects observed trends in small UAVs. It is
therefore necessary to choose an airplane with short-period flying qualities near the lower
limit of the military specifications to be used for the calculation of an appropriate scaling
ratio, N . The upper limit could be adjusted in the same manner, but will not be shown
here.
As was shown in Figure 5.3, large airplanes, like the Boeing 747 tend toward the
lower end of the short-period frequency limits. This is due to the large moments of
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inertia they possess. The Boeing 747 has n / α = 10.91 g’s/rad and a short-period natural
frequency, ω n, sp = 1.322 . To shift the lower limit of the scale up, the Boeing 747 with a
wingspan, b747 = 60 m , will be used as an “average-sized” plane which would have a
short-period frequency near that limit.

Span will be used as the scaling parameter

because in general, it is the best indicator of the overall size of the airplane. Admittedly,
the choice of span as the scaling parameter is somewhat arbitrary, but it seems reasonable
and the best available option. Comparing that “average” large wingspan to an “average”
wingspan for small UAVs in the range of interest chosen to be bsmallUAV = 0.75 m , we
obtain a scaling ratio N = 80 . Using this value in Equation 5.4, the lower frequency

Figure 5.4 Proposed new limits for small UAV short-period natural frequency limits based on dynamic
scaling from a Boeing 747.
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limits from MIL-F-8785C can be shifted up to a more appropriate value for the range of
small UAVs. Figure 5.4 shows the results of this shift. Only the small UAVs are shown
in this figure. These charts are valid for the Category B flight phases such as cruising as
was discussed in Chapter 3.
Figure 5.4 shows that all three small UAVs now fall within the Level 1 flying
qualities range. The results of this adjustment of the short-period limits strengthen the
argument that such a shift was even necessary. This new standard will be useful for
designers in the future to determine if their designs possess adequate handling qualities
for the designed mission. However, even though the new limits have been shown to
contain the test planes, the lower limits of Level 1 and Level 2 flying qualities should be
verified experimentally.

5.5 Flight Testing to Validate the New Short-Period Standard

Flight tests were conducted using the three small UAVs of interest at various
configurations to determine at which point their flying qualities became degraded to
Level 2 or lower. This was done in an effort to experimentally verify the lower limit of
Level 1 and 2 flying qualities established by dynamic scaling.

Flight tests were

conducted by two different pilots experienced with typical small UAV handling qualities.
Each series of flights was begun by placing the center of gravity at a location that was
known to produce good flying qualities. Then the center of gravity was moved aft by
shifting a small steel weight carried by the planes as a payload. A picture of the weight is
shown in Figure 5.5.
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Steel
Weight

Figure 5.5 A small steel weight carried as a payload on all three experimental planes. It’s location was
shifted aft after each flight until a significant degradation of flying qualities was obtained.

Before each test flight the center of gravity location was recorded and then the
handling qualities of the airplane were observed by the pilot. Several sharp pull-up and
bank maneuvers were conducted with each plane in each configuration to judge the
airplane’s response. Figures 5.6 and 5.8 show several stages of the flight test process.
Figures 5.6 shows a hand launch of StablEyes and Figure 5.7 shows the pilot conducting
maneuvers to determine the flying qualities level.

Tables 5.4 to 5.6 show the

configurations of each flight and the observed handling qualities of each flight.
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Figure 5.6 Hand launch of StablEyes during flight testing

Figure 5.7 Test pilot performing maneuvers to determine flying qualities
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Table 5.4 Flight test configurations and observed handling qualities for the Zagi-400. The center of gravity
is measured from the leading edge of the wing.

Center of Gravity
Location (m)
0.205
0.210
0.213
0.215

Short-period Natural
Frequency (rad/s)
12.4
10.2
8.7
7.4

Observed Handling Qualities

Good
Good
Okay, but noticeably degraded
Almost unflyable

Table 5.5 Flight test configurations and observed handling qualities for StablEyes. The center of gravity is
measured from the leading edge of the wing.

Center of Gravity
Location (m)
0.072
0.077
0.082
0.085

Short-period Natural
Frequency (rad/s)
14.9
*n/a
*n/a
*n/a

Observed Handling Qualities

Good
Good
Good but slightly degraded
Very degraded

*see below for explanation

Table 5.6 Flight test configurations and observed handling qualities for the Procerus prototype. The center
of gravity is measured from the leading edge of the wing.

Center of Gravity
Location (m)
0.18
0.185
0.19
0.193
0.195
0.196

Short-period Natural
Frequency (rad/s)
16.6
14.0
10.8
8.3
6.1
4.6

Observed Handling Qualities

Good
Good
Good
Good, but slightly degraded
Barely flyable
Almost unflyable

For StablEyes, as the center of gravity was moved aft, the predicted short-period damping
ratio increased to a value greater than 1. This indicates that two of the roots of the
characteristic equation became real instead of a complex pair. This indicates that the
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characteristic motion has changed from a second order oscillatory mode to two first order
modes with time constants. These are related to the typical short-period mode, but still it
means that there is no short-period mode and therefore no short-period mode natural
frequency at those configurations. This means that unfortunately, StablEyes cannot be
included in the analysis of degraded handling qualities. Analysis of these degraded first
order modes are beyond the scope of this analysis.
The flight tests recorded in Tables 5.4 and 5.6 for the Zagi-400 and the Procerus
prototype are shown in Figure 5.8. The error bars are not shown to maintain simplicity
although there is still some uncertainty associated with each data point.

Figure 5.8 Locations of significantly degraded flying qualities on the short-period handling qualities chart
for the Zagi 400 and the Procerus prototype.
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As the center of gravity is moved aft, the natural frequency of the short-period mode
decreases and the data points move down on the graph. The configurations at which the
airplanes became nearly unflyable or displayed “poor flying qualities” agrees with the
lower limit of Level 2 flying qualities. This result further strengthens the argument that
these new proposed limits for short-period frequency are indeed appropriate and accurate
and that the spreadsheet predictions are useful.
The result of a new standard for small UAV short-period handling qualities
ratings is powerful.

Because the short-period mode natural frequency has such an

important effect on how an airplane flies, designers can now be sure their design will fall
within the desired range early in the design process. For the other dynamic modes,
especially the dutch-roll mode, dynamic scaling could be used to adjust the lower limits
to accurately reflect the limits for small UAVs, although such an analysis is not done
here.
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Chapter 6
Design Guidelines for Dynamic Stability of Small UAVs

6.1 Designing for Good Handling Qualities of Small UAVs

The ability of small UAVs as well as large airplanes to fulfill their intended
missions, is determined in large part by how well they handle in the air. As has been
shown, the handling or flying qualities of a particular design are intimately related to the
dynamic modes. Designing for dynamic stability by simply ensuring that all of the roots
of the characteristic equation fall in the left half plane of the real-imaginary axes, will not
guarantee good handling qualities in the final design. It is very possible to have an
airplane that is dynamically stable, but that does not handle well or possesses annoying or
even dangerous flight characteristics. Analysis of the dynamic mode approximations
from Chapter 2 will contribute valuable insights into their driving factors. It will then
become clear how to alter the airplane configuration to improve the performance. Below
guidelines are given for determining what airplane design parameters can be adjusted to
affect the dynamic modes and thereby improve the aircraft handling qualities if
necessary.
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6.2 Design Considerations for Longitudinal Handling Qualities

Phugoid Mode

The phugoid (long period) mode is named because of its characteristically long
period of oscillation. For large aircraft, this period can be on the order of 50 to 100
seconds. Because of the low frequency, the pilot can easily react to counteract even an
unstable phugoid mode. For this reason, there are no military requirements for its natural
frequency. For the small UAVs included in this study, the phugoid mode period averages
between 5 and 8 seconds. While these significantly lower periods are still well within the
reaction time of a capable pilot, an unstable, lightly damped oscillation can get out of
control much faster for a small UAV than for a large airplane. This need for constant
attention to manage the phugoid mode can become a major annoyance for a pilot trying
to focus on flying a specific mission. The only military specification for the phugoid
damping ratio is that ζ ph ≥ 0.04 to ensure that any oscillation that goes unnoticed will
not become unstable and will eventually dampen out on its own. The same standard is
recommended for small UAVs. Low phugoid damping can be a problem for precision
landing maneuvers, so consideration should be given to ensure that the damping ratio is
above the specified limit.
The phugoid approximations given in Equations 2.20 and 2.21 are shown below
as Equations 6.1 and 6.2. The phugoid natural frequency is inversely proportional to the
steady-state velocity, U1 . Indeed, Roskam further analyzes Equation 6.1 to show that the
phugoid natural frequency is nearly independent of airplane design and almost solely
dependent on trim velocity.
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− gZ u
U1

ω n, ph ≈

ζ ph ≈

(6.1)

− Xu
2ω n, ph

(6.2)

It is possible to gain insight into the phugoid damping ratio in Equation 6.2 by
making the substitution from Appendix A for X u . Because small UAVs fly at low
speeds, well below significant Mach numbers, it is appropriate to set C Du = 0 . Roskam
shows that by also making the substitution C L1 = mg / q1S it is possible to simplify the
phugoid damping ratio approximation to Equation 6.3.

ζ ph =

2
2 C L1 C D1

(

)

(6.3)

Equation 6.3 shows an interesting result. Phugoid damping is inversely proportional to
the lift-to-drag ratio of the airplane. This means that as the lift to drag ratio for an
airplane is improved, the phugoid damping ratio is degraded. Typically, the lift to drag
ratio is far more critical to an airplane’s performance than the phugoid damping.
However, in the case that the damping must be increased, Equation 6.3 clearly shows us
that the only way to do it is to increase the airplane drag and therefore decrease the lift to
drag ratio! For small UAVs flying at low Reynolds numbers, lift-to-drag ratios are
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typically much lower than for large, high Reynolds number aircraft. This characteristic is
bad for efficiency, but good for phugoid damping.
Short-Period Mode

The short-period mode has more to do with determining the handling qualities of
a small UAV that a pilot really feels than does the phugoid. The frequency and damping
ratio of the short-period mode govern the transient angle-of-attack, pitch and flight path
responses that take place following rapid control or gust inputs. Forward speed remains
almost constant. (Hodgkinson, 48) For large airplanes and small UAVs alike, higher
values of ω n, sp give satisfactory response during maneuvers, unless short-period
damping is low. If the frequency becomes too slow, the pilot will feel the plane “dig in”
and respond slowly to inputs. When it does respond it may overshoot, so the pilot feels
like he must lead the plane. (Kimberlin, 243) If the short period natural frequency is
within the limits specified in Chapter 5, but the damping ratio is too low, the plane may
be susceptible to pilot-induced-oscillations (PIO) or other annoying motions. This can
especially be a problem if the frequency of oscillation is near to the reaction time of the
pilot. If the damping ratio is too high, the airplane will feel sluggish and almost nonresponsive to pilot inputs.
The short period approximations given in Equations 2.16 and 2.17 are shown as
Equations 6.4 and 6.5 below.

ω n, sp ≈

Zα M q
U1

− Mα

(6.4)
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ζ sp

⎛
⎞
Z
− ⎜⎜ M q + α + M α& ⎟⎟
U1
⎠
≈ ⎝
2ω n, sp

(6.5)

Analysis of the short-period frequency approximation shows that typically, of the two
terms present, the latter term, M α , proves to be the most significant. A large M α , which
represents the angular acceleration about the pitch axis due to changes in angle-of-attack,
will give a high short-period natural frequency. The equation for M α is repeated in
Equation 6.6.

Mα =

q1Sc C mα

(6.6)

I yy

Of the contributing factors to M α , C mα and I yy have the most effect on its magnitude.
As was shown in Chapter 2, C mα is represented by the slope of the line in the moment
coefficient graph used to determine static stability in Figure 2.1. Both M α and C mα
must be negative to ensure static stability. C mα is a function of the static margin. A
large static margin will give a steep line on the graph and a small static margin will give a
shallow line. Therefore, large static margins give higher natural frequencies of the shortperiod mode. As the center of gravity is moved aft and the static margin decreases, so
does the short-period natural frequency. This can be understood by noting how the
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characteristic roots move on the real-imaginary plane as the center of gravity is moved
aft. Figure 6.1 shows how the short period roots move almost straight inwards towards
the real axis. This in turn decreases the natural frequency and increases the damping
ratio.

This method for changing the short-period handling qualities can be useful,

especially if the center of gravity can be moved without degrading other aspects of
airplane performance.

Figure 6.1 The effect of moving the center of gravity aft is to bring the short-period roots closer to the real
axis. This decreases the natural frequency and increases the damping ratio of the short period.

If the center of gravity cannot be manipulated very much to alter the short-period
mode, perhaps a better option is to adjust the mass distribution of the airplane to increase
or decrease the moment of inertia. A smaller moment of inertia, I yy , will give large
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values of M α and therefore higher natural frequencies. Increasing the moment of inertia
will have the opposite effect. Interestingly, analysis using the Dynamic Modes Predictor,
shows that changing the moment of inertia about the pitch axis causes the short period
roots to not only move towards or away from the real axis, but also towards or away
from the origin. This is shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 The effect of changing the pitch axis moment of inertia, Iyy, on the short-period characteristic
roots.

Changing the moment of inertia, I yy , can be advantageous because lower values of
natural frequency can be achieved at the same damping ratios as compared to the method
of adjusting the center of gravity. Depending on the particular application, this may give
more flexibility to designers of small UAVs in achieving good short-period handling
qualities.
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6.3 Design Consideration for Lateral-Directional Handling Qualities

Dutch-roll Mode

The approximation to the natural frequency of the dutch-roll mode was shown in
Chapter 4 to give reasonable predictions. The approximation is shown again in Equation
6.7.

⎧

ωnd ≈ ⎨ N β +
⎩

⎫
1
Yβ N r − N β Yr ⎬
U1
⎭

(

)

(6.7)

Similar to the short-period approximation, the natural frequency is driven mainly by the
derivative, N β , or the yaw acceleration due to changes in sideslip. The equation for N β
is taken from Appendix A.5 and is shown in Equation 6.8.

Nβ =

q1SbC n β

(6.8)

I zz

Large values of C n β will give large values of N β and will lead to higher dutch-roll
natural frequencies. C n β is driven mainly by the size of the vertical tails of the airplane.
This recognition means that as vertical tail size increases, the frequency of the dutch-roll
oscillations increase. A similar effect is achieved if the moment arm of the vertical tail is
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increased either directly by lengthening the tail boom, or indirectly, by changing the
shape of the vertical tail(s) (i.e. increased sweep) or moving the center of gravity forward.
Equation 6.8 also shows that if the yawing moment of inertia, I zz , is increased, the
natural frequency of the dutch-roll mode will be decreased. Accordingly, smaller values
of I zz will lead to higher frequencies. For most planes however, the most important
dutch-roll parameter is not the natural frequency, but rather the damping ratio. If the
dutch-roll mode is lightly damped, windy conditions especially can easily excite the
dutch-roll mode. This can be a major annoyance.
Unfortunately, because the approximation to the dutch-roll mode derived in
Chapter 2 ignored the rolling degree-of-freedom to simplify the calculations, the
approximation to the dutch-roll damping ratio is not very accurate. This problem was
noted before as the Dynamic Mode Predictor was not able to make accurate predictions
of the dutch-roll damping. The derivative Lβ or roll acceleration due to changes in
sideslip, contributes significantly to the dutch-roll damping but not the natural frequency
and is not included in the approximate model. The equation for Lβ is shown in Equation
6.9.

Lβ =

q1SbCl β

(6.9)

I xx

This derivative is affected most by wing dihedral, wing sweep and the rolling moment of
inertia, I xx . Increasing values of wing dihedral angle and wing sweep lead to more
negative values of Lβ and to increased so-called “dihedral effect.” Increased dihedral
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effect is very good for spiral stability, but bad for dutch-roll damping. As the derivative
Lβ becomes more negative, the dutch-roll damping ratio decreases.

This problem

presents a challenge to designers in the form of a design trade-off. Another way to
increase the dutch-roll damping seen from Equation 6.9 is to increase I xx . More weight
at the wing tips will give more damping.
Fortunately, the Dynamic Modes Predictor does accurately predict some
contributing factors to the dutch-roll damping. It does predict that as vertical tail size is
increased, the damping ratio will increase as well. This is because a large vertical tail
contributes significantly to the yaw-damping derivative, N r , which is included in the
dutch-roll damping approximation.
Spiral Mode

Spirally unstable airplanes are very common. However, the more unstable the
airplane, the more attention is required from the pilot to not let it become a problem.
This can be a major annoyance. Unfortunately, the Dynamic Modes Predictor suffers
from the poorness of the spiral mode approximation as well. It correctly predicts the sign
of the spiral mode time constant, but its actual magnitude is typically on the order of 20
to 50 times greater. The error is due to neglect of the side-slip degree of freedom.
It can be observed however that the same derivative that affected the dutch-roll
damping, Lβ , has a strong effect on the spiral stability. As this derivative becomes more
negative, spiral stability increases. Increasing the dihedral angle of the wing, adding
wing sweep and positioning the fuselage below the wing all make an airplane more
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spirally stable. However, spiral stability must be balanced with dutch-roll damping as
was discussed above.
Roll Mode

For small UAVs, the roll mode is not very significant because it is typically faster
than 0.1 s. This is because the moments of inertias are so small about the roll axis
compared to large airplanes. The roll mode time constant is approximated accurately
from Equation 2.33 as the inverse of the dimensional derivative, L p , shown in Equation
6.10.

Lp =

q1Sb 2 Cl p

(6.10)

2I xxU1

The most effective method for changing the roll mode time constant is to change the
rolling moment of inertia, I xx . To increase the roll mode time constant, I xx should be
lowered by bringing more mass closer to the roll axis.
This chapter has evaluated each of the longitudinal and lateral-directional
dynamic modes and has given suggestions for altering those modes if necessary. These
guidelines will aid designers of small UAVs as they consider the trade-offs of various
design decisions. The Dynamic Modes Predictor design tool can also be used to evaluate
how changes in input parameters affect the dynamic modes for specific planes. It is
important to take into consideration the limitations of the spreadsheet program noted in
this chapter. These limitations especially apply to the dutch-roll damping ratio and the
spiral mode time constant. While these predictions are limited by the inadequacies in the
approximations themselves, they can still be useful to designers for predicting trends and
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comparing competing designs. Table 6.1 is a summary of the design parameters that can
be altered to affect each of the dynamic modes as has been presented in Chapter 6. It is
intended as a quick reference for designers wishing to alter the dynamic characteristics of
their design.

Table 6.1 Summary of methods for how altering the driving design parameters affects each of the dynamic
modes

ωn, ph

ζ ph

• Higher trim velocity, U1 , results in lower phugoid natural frequency
• Lower trim velocity, U1 , results in higher phugoid natural frequency
• Higher lift-to-drag ratio, L D , results in lower phugoid damping
• Lower lift-to-drag ratio, L D , results in higher phugoid damping

ωn, sp

• Center of gravity more forward (large static margin) results in higher
short-period natural frequency
• Center of gravity more aft (small static margin) results in lower
short-period natural frequency
• Larger pitch moment of inertia, I yy , results in lower short-period

ζ sp

natural frequency
• Smaller pitch moment of inertia, I yy , results in higher short-period
natural frequency
• Center of gravity more forward (large static margin) results in lower
short-period damping
• Center of gravity more aft (small static margin) results in higher
short-period damping
• Larger pitch moment of inertia, I yy , results in higher short-period
damping
• Smaller pitch moment of inertia, I yy , results in lower short-period
damping
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ωn,d

ζd

Ts

Tr

• Larger vertical tails or a longer vertical tail moment arm results in
higher dutch-roll natural frequency
• Smaller vertical tails or a shorter vertical tail moment arm results in
lower dutch-roll natural frequency
• Larger yaw moment of inertia, I zz , results in lower dutch-roll natural
frequency
• Smaller yaw moment of inertia, I zz results in higher dutch-roll
natural frequency
• Larger vertical tails or a longer vertical tail moment arm results in
higher dutch-roll damping
• Smaller vertical tails or a shorter vertical tail moment arm results in
lower dutch-roll damping
• Larger roll moment of inertia, I xx , results in higher dutch-roll
damping
• Smaller roll moment of inertia, I xx , results in lower dutch-roll
damping
• More wing dihedral and more wing sweep result in lower dutch-roll
damping
• Less wing dihedral and less wing sweep result in higher dutch-roll
damping
• More wing dihedral and more wing sweep result in a slower spiral
time constant
• Less wing dihedral and less wing sweep result in a faster spiral time
constant
• Placing the fuselage below the wing results in a slower spiral time
constant
• Placing the fuselage above the wing results in a faster spiral time
constant
• Larger roll moment of inertia, I xx , results in a slower roll time
constant
• Smaller roll moment of inertia, I xx , results in a faster roll time
constant
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis has focused on the problem of dynamic stability for small UAVs.
Even dynamically stable airplanes are not guaranteed to possess acceptable handling
qualities. It is possible that the dynamic modes of a stable design still do not fall within
military specifications. For this purpose, this thesis has reviewed the derivation of
methods used for making relatively simple approximations to the dynamic modes in
Chapter 2. The relevant military specifications on the characteristic aircraft dynamic
modes were reviewed in Chapter 3.. A spreadsheet program for predicting the dynamic
modes of small UAVs was developed and verified in Chapter 4. The Dynamic Modes
Predictor can be used as a tool for preliminary stability and handling qualities prediction
for designers of small UAVs, with errors less than 25% for all but the dutch-roll damping
ratio and the spiral mode time constant. This error is larger than was expected, but the
model is still useful for getting rough estimates and analyzing trends in airplane stability.
Even with these limitations, the model can be used to analyze the stability derivatives
used for computing the dynamic mode approximations and valuable information can be
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learned about airplane dynamic stability. Chapter 5 sought to establish a new shortperiod mode natural frequency standard for small UAVs using dynamic scaling methods.
Chapter 6 reviewed design guidelines for dynamic stability considerations.

7.2 Significant Contributions of This Study

This thesis has made several important contributions to the study of small UAVs.
These contributions are listed below.
•

The Dynamic Modes Predictor program was created and verified with
some errors due to limitations in the mathematical approximations. It will
be a valuable tool in the hands of small UAV designers at BYU, which
will allow them to better include dynamic stability into the typical short
design cycle. Rough estimates of handling qualities can be assessed and
problems identified and solved before the plane is even flown.

•

Dynamic scaling methods were used to propose new short-period natural
frequency standards for small UAVs. Flight tests of three small UAVs
support the new higher range. The longitudinal handling qualities of small
UAVs can now be predicted before they are flown.

•

Design guidelines were presented to aid designers of small UAVs in
making decisions about how to alter the stability or handling qualities of
their airplane.
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7.3 Recommendations For Further Study

Unfortunately, like in any academic endeavor, the more a researcher learns, the
more questions he has. This thesis work has been no different. While some of the basic
aspects of small UAV dynamic stability have been explored, there is much yet to be
learned. Below is a list of recommendations for topics of further study.
•

One of the original goals of this thesis research was to verify the
spreadsheet model using system identification methods to extract transfer
function models from actual recorded flight data. These transfer function
models could then be used to make comparisons between the actual
natural frequencies, damping ratios and time constants of the dynamic
modes and the predict values. Comparisons could also be made to the
dimensional stability derivatives themselves. Problems associated with
the data-logging system prevented this from being done in this thesis,
however, in the future, such system identification techniques could open
doors for many new avenues in UAV stability research.

•

It would be useful to have more information about available methods for
wind-tunnel testing to determine the dimensionless stability derivatives of
a small UAV airframes experimentally. This could significantly enhance
the predictions of the dynamic modes if experimental methods for
determining the derivatives gave more accurate approximations than the
analytical methods used in this study.

•

More research could be done into using the full equations of motion for
airplanes to determine the dynamic modes instead of the analytical
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methods used here. If all of the dimensional stability derivatives could be
calculated based on airframe input data, it would then be possible to
predict the open-loop transfer functions of any airplane. This is significant
because controls engineers use transfer functions of the “plant” they want
to control to calculate the necessary gains for the feedback loops. It would
also be possible to get much more accurate predictions of the natural
frequencies and damping ratios of the dynamic modes. This would help to
establish even more reliable new standards for small UAVs.
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Appendix A
Equations and Conventions

A.1 Linearized, Small-Perturbation, Airplane Equations of Motion

These equations result from the general airplane equations of motion (Roskam, I,
21) after making ‘perturbation substitutions’ for all aerodynamic and thrust forces and
moments. They are linearized about a steady state condition by assuming that any nonlinear terms are negligible compared with the linear terms. See Roskam I, pg 27-32.
m(u& + W1q ) = − mgθ cos Θ1 + f A x + f Tx
m(v& + U1r − W1 p ) = mgφ cos Θ1 + f A y + f Ty
m(w& − U1q ) = −mgθ sin Θ1 + f A z + f Tz
I xx p& − I xz r& = l A + lT

(A.1)

I yy q& = m A + mT
I zz r& − I xz p& = n A + nT
p = φ& −ψ& sin Θ1
r = ψ& cos Θ1

see Definitions of Symbols Used section for information on variable definitions
*note: lower-case letters represent perturbed values away from steady state. Subscript ‘1’

indicates a steady-state value.
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A.2 Longitudinal Equations of Motions with Aerodynamic Force and Moment
Substitutions

These equations are derived from A.1 with the appropriate substitutions made for
the perturbed aerodynamic forces and moments. See Roskam I, pg 307

(

)

(

)

⎧
u
mu& = −mgθ cos Θ1 + q1S ⎨ C Du + 2C D1
− C Dα − C L1 α ...
U1
⎩
...− C Dδ _ e δ e

}

(

)

(

)

⎧
u
m(w& − U1q ) = − mg sin Θ1 + q1S ⎨− C Lu + 2C L1
− C Lα + C D1 α ...
U
1
⎩

(

)}

⎫
⎧
αc
qc
...− C Lα + C D1 α + q1S ⎨− C Lα&
− C Lq
− C Lδ _ e δ e ⎬
2U1
2U1
⎭
⎩

(

)

⎧
αc
u
I yy q& = q1Sc ⎨ C mu + 2C m1
...
+ C mα α + C mα&
2U1
U1
⎩
...+ C m q

⎫
qc
+ C mδ _ e δ e ⎬
2U1
⎭

where : q = θ& and w = U1α
(A.2)

A.3 Longitudinal, Dimensional Stability Derivatives

The dimensional stability derivatives represent either the linear or angular
acceleration imparted to the airplane as a result of a unit change in its associated motion
or control variable. See Roskam, I, 307.
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(

− q1S C Du + 2C D1
mU1

Xu =

(

− q1S C Dα − C L1
Xα =
m
m

(

Zu =

− q1S C Lu + 2C L1
mU1

Zα =

− q1S C Lα + C D1
m

(

)

m s2
rad
m s2
rad

)

m s2
ms

)

m s2
rad

− q1Sc C Lα&

Z α& =

m s2
rad s

2mU1
− q1Sc C Lq

Mu =

m s2
rad s

2mU1
− q1SC Lδ _ e

Zδ e =

m

(

q1Sc C mu + 2C m1
I yyU1

)

m s2
rad
rad s 2
ms
rad s 2
rad

q1Sc C mα

Mα =

I yy
q1Sc 2 C mα&

M α& =

Mq =

m s2
ms

− q1SC Dδ _ e

Xδe =

Zq =

)

rad s 2
rad s

2I yyU1
q1Sc 2 C m q

Mδe =

rad s 2
rad s

2I yyU1
q1Sc C mδ _ e

rad s
rad

I yy
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(A.3)

A.4 Lateral-Directional Equations of Motions with Aerodynamic Force and Moment
Substitutions

These equations are derived from A.1 with the appropriate substitutions made for
the perturbed aerodynamic forces and moments. See Roskam I, pg 307

⎧
⎫
pb
rb
m(v& + U1r ) = mgφ cos Θ1 + q1S ⎨C y β β + C y p
+ C yr
+ C yδ _ a δ a ⎬...
2U1
2U1
⎩
⎭

{

... + q1S C yδ _ r δ r

}

⎧
⎫
pb
rb
I xx p& − I xz r& = q1Sb ⎨Cl β β + Cl p
+ Cl r
+ C lδ _ a δ a + C lδ _ r δ r ⎬
2U1
2U1
⎩
⎭
⎧
⎫
pb
rb
I zz r& − I xz p& = q1Sb⎨C n β β + C n p
+ Cnr
+ C nδ _ a δ a + C nδ _ r δ r ⎬
2U1
2U1
⎩
⎭
where : p = φ&, r = ψ& and v = U1β
(A.4)

A.5 Lateral-Directional, Dimensional Stability Derivatives

The dimensional stability derivatives represent either the linear or angular
acceleration imparted to the airplane as a result of a unit change in its associated motion
or control variable. See Roskam, I, 348.
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q1SC y β

Yβ =
Yp =
Yr =

m
q1SbC y p
2mU1
q1SbC y r
2mU1
q1SC yδ _ a

Yδ a =

m
q1SC yδ _ r

Yδ r =

m
q1SbCl β

Lβ =

I xx
q1Sb 2 Cl p

Lp =
Lr =

2I xxU1
q1SCl r
2I xxU1

Lδ a =
Lδ r =
Nβ =

q1SbClδ _ a
I xx
q1SbClδ _ r
I xx
q1SbC n β
I zz

m s2
rad
m s2
rad s
m s2
rad s
m s2
rad
m s2
rad
rad s 2
rad
rad s 2
rad s
rad s 2
rad s

rad s 2
rad
rad s 2
rad
rad s 2
rad
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(A.5)

q1Sb 2Cn p

Np =

Nr =

2I zzU1
q1Sb 2Cnr

Nδ a =
Nδ r =

2I zzU1
q1SbCnδ _ a
I zz
q1SbCnδ _ r
I zz

rad s 2
rad s
rad s 2
rad s
rad s 2
rad
rad s 2
rad
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(A.5)

A.6 Force, Moment, Velocity and Acceleration Conventions
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Appendix B
Airplane Data

In Appendix B of his textbook Airplane Flight Dynamics and Automatic Flight
Controls, Dr. Jan Roskam gives outputs from his Advanced Aircraft Analysis (AAA)
program used for predicting the dynamic stability of airplanes. This program operates in
much the same way as the spreadsheet program from Chapter 4. Information about the
airframe and trimmed flight conditions of an airplane are inputted. The user then has
options for viewing outputs of all of the dimensionless and dimensional stability
derivatives as well as information about all of the characteristic dynamic modes. These
values are considered good approximations to the actual dynamic behavior of the
airplane. Tables B.1 and B.2 summarize some of the basic airframe data for each
airplane and then shows the predictions of the natural frequencies, damping ratios and
time constants of all the dynamic modes. This information is intended to give the reader
an idea of dynamic mode trends for large airplane.
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Table B.1 Summary of airplane data from Roskam, part I.
Airplane

S (m^2)

b (m)

cbar (m)

m (kg)

V1 (m/s)

Flight Phase

Cessna 182

16

11

1.49

1202

67

Cruise

Cessna 310

16.2

11.2

1.46

2087

54.6

Climb

SIAI-MarchettiS-211

12.6

8

1.65

1588

37.8

Approach

Cessna T-37A

16.9

10.3

1.67

2885

140

Cruise

Beech 99

26

14

1.98

4990

137

Cruise(high)

Cessna 620

31.6

16.8

2

6804

57.7

Approach

Learjet 24

21.4

10.4

2.13

5897

51.8

Approach

Lockheed F-104

18.2

6.7

2.93

7394

87.5

Approach

McDonnell F-4

49.2

11.8

4.88

17690

267

Cruise(M<1)

Boeing 747-200

511

59.7

8.32

288773

265.5

Cruise (high)

Table B.2 Summary of airplane dynamic mode predictions from Roskam, Part I
Airplane

ωn,sp
(Hz)

ζsp

ωn,p
(Hz)

ζp

ωn,d
(Hz)

ζd

Ts (s)

Tr (s)

Cessna 182

0.84

0.84

0.03

0.13

0.52

0.21

56

0.08

0.026

0.13

0.31

0.105

-44.5

0.58

Cessna 310
SIAI-MarchettiS-211

0.26

0.74

0.047

0.02

0.286

0.212

-8.1

0.28

Cessna T-37A

0.74

0.49

0.015

0.05

0.383

0.047

271.3

0.79

Beech 99

0.796

0.49

0.015

0.06

0.298

0.036

40.2

0.31

Cessna 620

0.43

0.72

0.033

0.09

0.252

0.13

-47.5

0.84

Learjet 24

0.249

0.56

0.038

0.07

0.166

-0.05

-34.1

1.36

Lockheed F-104

0.234

0.31

0.024

0.14

0.459

0.13

-967

0.97

McDonnell F-4

0.453

0.22

0.381

0.048

77

0.75

Boeing 747-200

0.21

0.35

0.145

0.064

78.3

1.69
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Appendix C
Dynamic Modes Predictor

The following pages display the input data and dynamic mode predictions for the
three small UAVs studied in this thesis. The Dynamic Modes Predictor program was
used to analyze the aircraft geometry to calculate approximations to all of the dynamic
modes. Data and outputs are shown for the Zagi 400, StablEyes and the Procerus
prototype.
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – Zagi 400

Zagi-400 Predictions
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – Zagi 400
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – Zagi 400
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – Zagi 400
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – StablEyes

StablEyes Predictions
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – StablEyes
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – StablEyes
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – StablEyes
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – StablEyes
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – Procerus Prototype

Procerus Prototype Predictions
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – Procerus Prototype
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – Procerus Prototype
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – Procerus Prototype
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Appendix C: Dynamic Modes Predictor – Procerus Prototype
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